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TO

MISS FRANCES SULLIVAN
Who is

OUR DIRECTOR
Not only in things musical, but who so patiently, tenderly and lovingly strives
to direct us in those paths which lead to our intellectual,
moral and spiritual development
AND TO

MRS. J. 0. SULLIVAN
OUR REGENT
Whose wise counsel and motherly interest i§ a constant inspiration to us all,
We lovingly dedicate whatever of good there
is in this book.
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Boomalacka, Boomalacka !

Bow Wow Wow !
Chickalacka, Chickalack, Chow Chow Chow !
Boomalacka, Chickalacka, Who are we?
Camerata! Comrades! Tennessee!!
Rah!
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Cadences

SADIE ELEANOR MOORE

J14o#o-"Compose yourselves ; let us have peace."
So7¢e>o--"Blest be the tie that binds."

Co/oys-Black and White whene'er we're right; and Blue when'er
we're wrong.

.®p a sfuppl arpa
Contributed by courtesy of John Trotwood Moore.

Come, little fairy, with your outstretched wings,
Tiptoeing, with your cloudless eyes adream,
\^/hy art thou here, late the bluebird sings,
And all thy sisters drunk of Lethe's stream.
Dost fear to die?
'Tis.but a mental painAnd each must sleep if each would wake again.

Ah, child of rainbow, and the setting sun
Flirting all the summer where the poppies grow,
Death came before thy little task is done;
"He has that way, as we poor mortals know,"

Then why seek shelter 'neath the rose's breast,
For each must sleep if each have perfect rest.

Afraid to go clad in that gaudy gown?
Poor little dancing spirit of wild joy,
God made thee such; nor will he ever frown
On any work of His, though sad th' alloy.
Go as thou art if honest be thy aim,
For God made honor everywhere the same.

Nor fear to go on some far twinkling star,
There .is a home for butterflies like thee,
As sterner world for sterner spirits are,
So fairer worlds for sweeter beings be.
Good-by, some day 1'11 catch thy faint perfume
A]id know it bloweth from immortal bloom.
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a"mpr&1" ®ftrntttrlp
By KATHARINE HERRON

From out the darkest, gloomiest si)ot,
'Neath Sorrow's cloudy, threatening skies,

There blooms, though oft we know it not,
Tllat fairest flower, "The Blessing in Disguise."

When in 1453, Constantinople was conquered by the Turks, great was the sorrow and dark the hour for these inhabitants of this
"Jewel of the seas." This great Eastern capital held the remains of Greek civilization and the Greek literature.
When its inhabitants
weiit as exiles into Italy they carriecl with them the Greek ideas, languages and literature ; they were scattered among the cities o£ Italy,
sowing far and wide the seeds which grew up into the Renaissance.
In the last decade of the sixteenth century, about 14o years after the taking of Constantinople,when the leaven of Greek Art and
literature had leavened the whole mass of Italian intellect, and permeated Italian culture, a little band of enthusiasats, some of them
artists, all of them men of culture, gathered together in Florence during the reign of the art loving family of Medici.
These enthusiasts were wont to assemble at the home of Count Bardi to discuss tlieir far away home, its arts and all pertaining
to it. They organized themselves into a society, which they called the "Camerata."
Among them was a nanie known ever since throughout the civilized world, Vincenzo Galilei, father of the great astronomer, Galileo Galilei. It occurred to them one day to revive the ancient drama, which was not spoken, but sung. This suggestion excited much
enthusiasm, but the question of providing for the soloists was a problem, indeed.
As they were at the culmination of the great epoch of polyphonic music, the chorus was amply provided for, but the soloists not
at all.

This, then, was the first problem for the Camerata to solve.
Galilei was the first to write a number of songs for solo voice, accompanying himself on the viola; next, Caccini, declaring he
had learned more of the true function of music in the Camerata than in all his thirty years' study of counterpoint, ushered in, on Galilei's model, the new era of monophonic song with instrumental accompaniment.
Opera now became possible, and Tacopo Peri, another of the Camerata set, hit upon the j=c'c}.Zo#¢z/c, which has been retained to the
present day.
Peri's first opera, "Dafne," was presented before the Camerata and met with the most cordial reception. Rinnuccini, a fellowmember, wrote the words. Together they also wrote "Eurydice," which was publicly performed at the wedding of Henry IV o£ France,
with Mary de Medici, in Florence, in 16oo.
An(1 now the whole face of the musical world is changed. In France, Germany, England, as well as Italy, kings, princes and
noblemen took up the new form of art, and from that day on it has been developing. From Peri's "Dafne" to Wagner's "Tristan and
Isolde" is a far cry, but the germs of the latter were in the former.
Here endeth the chronicle of the first, and beginneth that of the Second Camerata :
It canle to pass Anno Domini nineteen hundred one, Miss Frances Sullivan announced herself a teacher of the divine art in
Nashville, Tennessee. She struggled bravely with a charming "Bell" of the town for a whole month before another pupil appeared.
The next one proved to be a painter of rare ability, but she was determined to master music, and though she was somewhat bindered in her progress by being, during the greater part of tlie time, absorbed in paint, Miss Millard was an enthusiastic worker.
It was not long before the class had grown to a large number, for Miss Sullivan could easily "Winnia" with one of her sweet
smiles.
|| LC+,LLLIL
A
rather odd
`/`L`+pupil
I:/l+I:/+L
was Wu.`J
a Herron,
`~ I+V--~-->
whose
''--~ changing
------ '--a--C> colors served as a barometer to her moods.
When
mind_I:i_--,`
was in
a ,--,,
normal
11
___her
__:_11__
-A,\,~
1^-+,.-^
condition, she was rather gay, and quite brilliant about the head ; but she sometimes became very blue, especially after a stormy lecture.
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Our director has a weakness, as everyone knows, for peculiar specimens in the way of students; but one day, some `.Foulks,"
who, in a spirit of mischief, peeped into the studio, came iiear "Keelin" over when they beheld Miss Sullivan endeavoring to teach a
small "Minah" the names of the tones on the keyboard.
She always advocated plenty of fresh air and recreation, and was as glad as the pupils to have "Parks" so convenient.
The athletic girl of tlie class was such an excellent "Walker" that she came all the way from Franklin twice a week to her lessons.
A "Smith" left her trade at Mt. Juliet to study with Miss Sullivan, and the most interesting classmate to her was a live "Cole,"
which was blessed with perpetual brightness and always shed a rad.iance around the room where she was.
The most fascinating pupil was a Hart (of a) man. When that specimen appeared, the girls fairly went into hysterics, and Miss
Sullivan, herself, was evidently affected, as she assumed an air of dignity which plainly denoted agitated pulmonary action.
A pupil of whom the class was very proud was a gallant young gentleman, whose marked musical ability was a constant source of
wonder to all. Besides these, many others had arrived on the scene, and the class grew larger, and the trials were not few, but as all
the pupils were united by a "Bond" o£ fellowship, the sympathy of the close of the session that it was decidedly for our good.
The strain of work was relieved on several occasions by delightful outings to the country, which naturally helped to cultivate
a class spirit. This spirit was also promoted by the coming together of the class every Saturday morning to hear the lectures so carefully and so beautifully prepared by the teacher, on biography, history, and theory of music, and parallel history and literature. These
lectures were not only an intellectual treat, but were a constant source of inspiration to the students in their work.
But the bane of the girls' existence lay in the sight-reading work. This was a regular Saturday morning occurrence ; and how
we did shudder and shake, how our fingers did tremble, and our eyes grow blind ! It was indeed a trying ordeal, but we realized at
•the close of the session that it was decidedly for our good.

Now, it came to pass, after Miss Sullivan had been teaching in Nashville several years that she organized her class into the "Camerata Music Club," the liame being taken from that club of over four centuries ago. The purpose of this was to promote a feeling of
comradeship among the pupils as well as to further their musical interests. Meetings were held in the studio once a month, at which the
pupils gave many programmes.
Being in the city, there are many opportunities to see and hear the great artists of the musical world. Miss Sullivan realizes, and
makes us realize, the advantage of this as a stimulus to us in our work, and usually, when a good musician is heard in Nashville, the class
attends in a body.
From ?n.e Pupil the class has grown to a thriving, up-to-date school, where the influences are such as to make well-informed, wellrounded, musicians.
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J14o#o-"As long as there's life there's hope."
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FRANCES HARDING

Spin, Span, Spinsteree !

What is so good as a cup of tea ?
Pretty poll, Pretty poll, Meow! Meow!
Who can say we are lonely now ?
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'Tho difficulties in our path are found,

0, let us then keep struggling bravely on,

We'll laugh and then we'll quickly work them down.
Like mists before the sun
They will vanish one by one,
And Fame's ladder we'll ascend from round to round.

Success and la,urels will a.t last be won.
Ea,ch da.y we'1l something gain
Toward Ambition's lofty a,im,
For " Altior " is the burden of our song.

Alprtrtthpl
ee
is for All of us, jolly and gay;

is for Bach, over whom we all weep;
But being "well tem|)ered," we on with him keep.

Eager alike for work and for play.

is for Camerata, the greatest and best;
Tried and proven it stands every test.

is for "Digging," at which we're all good;
To doubt this assertion would be very rude.

t

`is for Etudes, a thousand and one;

Which we always are doing, yet never get done.

is for Fingers, and also the Fit,
Which our dear teacher has when we've slighted our Schmitt.

is for Harmony, with its sweet modulations,
And History, which causes us all palpitations.

is for Joseffy, the musician great,
Who deals you a lesson at a Je% do//a/ ¢ey rate.

is for Ireland, whist now, go slow!
It's yourself as liad better its history know.

is for Kicking, which is strictly tabooed,
As it only fatigues you, and does you no good.

is for Lectures-mines of pure gold,
If our brains all their treasures could hold.
King Solomon's wisdom would be outshone far,
By the learning and wisdom of the Camerata.

is for Nashville, our great lovely city,
Wherein dwell the wise, the wealthy, and witty.

is for Music, that gi.eatest of artsIt's hard on our fingers, but dear to our h`earts.

is the Oneness of heart and of mind,
That makes of our class a treasure refined.

is for Quizz-day, alack and alas!
The horrors of which there can nothing surpass.

is for Practice-five hours per day!
The neighbors in our block all move away!

i+`Jt+RE;,

is for Ragtime, which, if your're caught playing,
Your head is the forfeit-that goes without saying.

L-` .
•ri.

:i-135
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a#ffgr;s=:r;ca]es_anend less

for Topic-books; don't say a word!
The groans of last summer still can be heard.

array,

We soon will be fish and all swim away.

For Touch, Tone, and Technique, also it standsThree neat little trifles which our teacher demands.

is for Uncertainty, which hangs like a pall
Upon us when Promotion-day looms up each Fall.

•:-+REaE

is for 'Xcellent, in all of o-ur grades;
Aren't we a set of nice little maids?

is Wit, for which we're renowned,
And Wisdom, the deepest, and most profound.

is our Yell !

for Vanderbilt and our Co-ed,
Who leads all her classes a full length ahead.

is for Zero-we never have met it,

how we do love to shout it!

But we've heard that at Vanderbilt sometimes they get it!

It's the finest in town-no two ways about it!
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§e
fl!a8ter ot 8o`mo, pbtlo8opbet al`D Seer,

unitb bat`O oi` fltfe'8 pulse, eat to tt8 great beait,
Cr>ou mao'8t to (ive, tn wotR8 of woi`Otou8 art,
®tert`a[ trutD6 tbou tbu8 DIO'gt feel alto bear.
'Oi8 t`ot Oeligl}t alolie ul`to the ear

¢DB maglc mugtc Ootli 8o well lmpatt,
JBut 'neatb tf)2 Spell toe aulcReiieo 8oul Ootb 8tatt.

Obe vtgtl lone, tne 8ttuggle ttetce alto Drear,
1llRb(cb ev'tQ cDtlD of man I)atn felt and Rt`i`wn,

¢De evetla8tti`g wai 'twt!t 8oul and genge,
OUou maR'8t u8 feel a8 'twete out vetQ own,
®urg 18 the trta[, 8uffetti`g, tecompen8e !

one 8r)tlnR, gtleve, ctti`ge, exult at eacn true tone,
and nail at last gooo'6 ttlumph, fatth'8 0etet`8e.
-Elf,zabeth Fry Page.
Written for this Annual
Nashville, Tenn., June 29, I9o6.

fiRtrtr&rin "ctgttpr
By MARY ELLEN GYLES

Richard Wagner was-born at Leipsic, May 22, 1813. His father was a clerk in the police office, and died when Richard was but
a few montlis old. His mother, a woman of a very refined nature, then married a highly gifted actor, Ludwig Geyer, and moved with
him to Dresden, where he held a position at the Court,Theatre. There Wagner spent his childhood and early youth.
His stepfather died wihen Richard was only seven years old. . He had e]ver taken a -gr-eat deal of interes-t in the boy and on his
death-bed, hearing him strumming on the piano, remarked : ` "Perhaps the boy has a talent for music."
Richard did not evince a strong taste for music at first, and it was only cultivated indifferently. A private teacher was engaged
to give him lessons, but he would not practice his lessons, spending his time picking out overtures and orchestral pieces as best he could.
His teacher gave him up as a hopeless case. At nine he entered the Dresden Kreuzschule, where he studied the classics, mythology and
ancient history.
When he was eleven years old he composed a prize poem, dedicated to a dead schoolmate. This poem was printed and pleased
him so much that he decided to write a great tragedy. He learned English enough to read Shakespeare, and worked two years upon a
drama, representing a sort of compound o£ Hamlet and Lear. He killed off all the characters before the last act, and had to make some
of them reappear as ghosts in order to finish the piece. During these two years Richard neglected his studies, and was put back a class.
This disheartened him and made him lose interest in his studies. The family now moved back to Leipsic.
At the age of fifteen he learned Beethoven's symphonies for the first time. This struck a responsive chord and Richard resolved
to become a musician. Beethoven was the model he set before himself.
When he was twenty-one he went to visit his brother, a professor of music at Wurzburg. He stayed there a year. He \vas then
appointed musical director at the Magdelburg Theatre, where he produced two operas-"The Fairies" and "The Novice of Palermo,"
neither of which were a success. He left this place disgusted and obtained another place at the Konigsberg Theatre. While here he
fell in love with Minna Planer, an actress, and married her. From this time life was miserable for him.
In`1839 political troubles came up and he was cast into exile. On his journey he was shipwrecked off the wild Norwegian coast,
and it was thus that the ideas of the "Flying Dutchman" came to him. Soon after this he wrote "Tannhauser."
In 1848 he was cast into exile again. This time he wrote Lohengrin and sent it to Liszt at Weimar. Liszt pt!t it on the stage at
Weimar and it was the most successful of Wagner's operas. In 1855 he went to London to conduct the Philharmonic concerts. Every
one of his operas has been successfully performed in London.
In 186o he went to Paris and tried to have Tannhauser brought out at the Grand Opera House, but failed. The Tristan and
Isolde were afterwards given at Munich with great success.
The public were now more familiar with Wagner's music. He became renowned all over Europe. Wagner societies were formed
throughout Germany for the purpose of raising money to build a special theatre (a sort of national festival building) for the performance of the "Niebelungen," at Bayreuth. The first'festival was held in 1876. After the long strain of exile, lonliness and sorrow, the
excitement and exertion of these festivals brcke down' Wagner's health. He went to Venice and died there February 13, 1883.
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Mo#o-"Make ready! Take aim!
C`oJors-Negative.

Snap!"

Flower-Poses.
Pass JJ'o/d-"Look pleasant, please."
CfeG.e/ Occw¢¢f¢.o"-Hunting "Artistic Bits."

A2RjRpmttttzrpttrp
By THE REGENT

It was in the early fifties, and the country, though rich in all that Nature could bestow, was in a primitive state in maiiy respects.
Schoolhouses were little log or frame buildings, heated in winter by one huge fireplace heaped with logs, often four feet long. One
small window and an ever-open door ventilated the crowded room. There were puncheon seats and one long desk for the benefit of
those who aspired to learning to write. Such were the school buildings in those days, except for the Academy or College, as it was
frequently termed, for those who chose to pay for an education ; and, as the wealthier class of people patronized these, these buildings
of which I speak answered the purpose for which they were intended. Oftentimes, also, they served for churches, as regular buildings
for that purpose were then scarce.
Now and then, in some little village, could be found a small frame building sitting up on stilts, instead of the stone foundation
of today. This contained several windows, and a platform with rude pulpit and seat. A The seats had backs, but they often made the
occupant wish they had none, so uncomfortable were they. No cushions, carpets or organs were to be found.
At the time of which I speak I was a young girl, fresh from the city, where I had been born and reared, and where churches
were then, as now, both elegant and comfortable ; where a grand organ and well-trained choir led the music which the congregation
followed. On a hot summer day I, accompanied by some young friends, wended my footsteps to one of these most primitive of
churches. A large congregation awaited the beginning of the services. The majority of them liad never been outside their own county,
but there were also many who had traveled in many lands, and been accustomed to the luxuries and conveniences that abounded in
the earlier settled states. To me, it was a revelation, and, as I would catch the eye of some friend which seemed to say, " What do
you think of this?" I felt an irresistible desire to laugh aloud, and it was difficult to settle down to a proper amount of decorum
suitable to the occasion. The minister was in the pulpit, with the Bible in hand, ready to commence as soon as the chapter, for which
he _was looking, was found. A hush had fallen on the congregation as they waited, when, slowly and solemnly, a huge black dog with
snowy feet walked up the aisle till he reached the front of the pulpit, when he threw himself down, his long, front legs extended before
him, raised his head with an attitude of attention, looked the minister squarely in the face, and so remained until the benediction was
pronounced. Smiles that culminated in suppressed giggles went around among the occupants of the seats, for no one knew his dogship
nor from whence he came.
With much effort I at last managed to get myself into such a, frame of niind as I had been well taught to have at such times.
The minister a,rose, went through the regular preliminary service, and led the first hymn, which was sung by all loudly, if not in the
approved style. When the second hymn was re-ad, he turned to a brother and officer sitting in the "amen" corner
and said: " Brother Strain, please raise the tune." The brother arose by slow degrees, unfolding until he stood
like "Sunny Jim," a tall, spare specimen of man, clad in home-rna,de attire of blue, which, failing to contain enough
of the material, left large, horny wrists and ankles, clad in home-knit blue and white yarn socks, appearing to the
view of all. He lifted up his voice and commenced, but on reaching the second line discovered the meter did not
fit. He suddenly stopped, shook his head, and said, "That won't do." Again he commenced on another tune,
but with like results. Once more he exclaimed, "That won't do, either." In no wise discoiicerted, he started in
for the third efl:ort, this time with the tune the minister had sung to the first hymn. Soon he discovered this fact,
and exclaiming in apparently the most nonchalant manner, " This is the one we sang first," was about to try again,
when the minister reached for the book, saying, "We will dispense with the singing."
By this time not only my risibles, but those of many others, were thoroughly clemoralized, and it was by
the greatest effort we settled down to try to listen to the sermon. At last it was finished, a prayer was offered, and
another hymn read, when up rose the brother who had so signally failed at the beginning, and to our amazenient
as well as amusement, out he went through the open wiiidow.
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The Church stood on quite a little elevation, with a grove surrounding it. I glanced from tlie window by wliich 1 sat, and saw
Brotlier Strain, with long strides, desceiiding the hill. The minister seemed to take no notice of the brother's absence, and laying down
the hymn-book, commenced leading notices of various meetings which would take place before his return to his monthly appointment.
Brother Strain, iiot lieariiig singing as he expected, slowly and cautiously ascended the hill, aiicl finally, reaching a, friendly
corner, stood intently listening, till he lieard the hymn he was expectiiig. With a relieved face he stood till all was over, then walked
away from
mythe
sight,
but never dispersed
from my memory.
`When
congregation
the dog, with far more devout demeanor than I possessed that day, took his departure also.

Out of all that assemblage perhaps I alone remain; so far as I know, this is true. Many years have rolled away and many
changes have taken place. It would be hard to find in these progressive days such a scene as I have pictured.
Beautiful churches
an(1 lofty organs are found now, even in obscure villages.
No brother of the " amen " corner is asked to raise a tune.
Instead, a
learned director, baton in hand, conducts trained voices.
No danger of getting the wrong mieter to the hymn or of repeating tlle
tune; but all is conducted with the utmost precision and decorum. I look back through the long vista of years, and can still see llow
amusing it was. Perhaps that was all I did see then. But now I contrast it with present methods, and realize that, though crude in
their efforts to worship the Maker of all things, the question arises, " Are we any better spiritually now than then, or are we sufficiently grateful for the improvements of this great country, and for the educational facilities so freely offerecl in these days?"
Is the meter right. or are we trying to fit beautiful melody to discordant lives, thus failing to be " in tune with the Infinite? "
Soiiietimes I fear. so, aiicl my heart breathes a prayer that we may all fashion our life-song so tliat the meter may be right in the estimate of the Master Teacher.
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F/ot"e/-Shamrock.
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E5E----

"fflizprprp"
(With apologies to Alinic and Willie, of Nursery faiTic)

'Twas the eve before Quizz-day-good night had been said,

We've forgotten the number, but what are you for, lady,

And each Cameratarer had crept softly to bed ;
There were tears on their pillows and tears ill their eyes,
And each one was striving to smother her sighs ;
For today their stern teacher's command had been given
That they should come next day precisely at 'levenInstead of half past, as they had heretofore,
So she could give questions out, more than a score;
And this was the reason that all of their heads
So restlessly tossed on their soft downy beds.

If you can't help us out? Put us all ou the line
And then doll't butt in, or come calling tinie ;
For verily, we all our sorrows mii.st sl,areAnd help one another not to die of despair."

***********

Eleven, twelve, and the clock on the mantle struck one ;
Not a word had been spoken, and then it begun,/
As Margaret's sad face from the blanket did peepAnd whispered, "Mary Ellen, are yoti fast asleep?"
"Why, no ; dearest Margaret," a sweet voice replies"I've tried, but in vain for I can't shut my eyes

For thinking of Quizz-day and what we shall do,
For my brain's in a muddle, and 1'11 bet the others are too !"
"Let's ask them;" "Agreed!" and without a word more,
Four little bare feet bounded out on the floor,
Two little geese caught the telephone cup,
While a voice from the darkness cried, "Girls, are you up?"
"In the name of sense, what is the matter with you ?

Why, I can't get a bit of rest for you two !"
But deaf to all misery apart from their own,
They eagerly turned to the telephoneSaying, "Central, please give us 4222-L,
And be sure you ring them up loudly and well !
Then put Mt. Juliet on the same line,
And give us Llewellyn at 4789 ;

Then connect us with Meridian street and Seventh and RussellTell the Spauldings and Berrys to get up and hustle;
Arld tell Katherine and Kate we want them at once.
And call 35Io-L; Cer)tral, dow'f be a dunce!

I'm sure we are making our wants very plain !
Mt. Juliet don't answer, so ring them again ;

Give us Long Distance for Franklin, then ring for Sadie-

`.

Poor Central ! She made all tlie connections she could;
The result, "Hello, Etta," "Hello, will you be good?"
"Please get off the line," "What is it you say?"
"Can you tell me who Handel was, dear Edna May?"
``I'm sure he was an orator, but Mary says `No,'

That `he wrote Hungry music which he learned from a show.' "
"That you, Annie, dear?" "Say, wliat did Faust write?
You ought to remember;" oh, dear, what a plight!
"Sadie, didn't old Mendle's son write Tarantelle?"
"What's that you say, Etta? Who I-zuaJ William Tell?''
"Elsie, what a.s a Nocturne and a Chanson Caprice?"
"Llewellyn, did Miss Frances say twenty apiece?"
Then pandemonium broke loose as all talked together;
Central fell in a fit-she showed the white feather.
All over the city families ranted and raved,
But what cared girls for that when a Quizz must be braved?
'Till at last the stern teacher, awaked by the din,

Comprehended the trouble and repented her then.

"I've been hard on my darlings," she mentally said,
"So 1'11 go to the 'phone and send them to bed."

She hastened to lift up her voice and cry out-

"Girls, girls, settle down, you never should shout!

Ring off, go to bed and peacefully sleep ;

No more shall you sorrow or grieve or weepFor tomorrow, instead of your Quizz, you shall see
I will only test you about your own Tennessee.
So good night, my dear girls," and they answered "Good night,"
And went.back to bed with hearts very light;
Nor dreamed what the morrow for them would bring 'round.
But Central, I)oof Central, when she was found,
Was wildly raving of telephone calls
And insane asylums-but the curtain here falls.
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fl4o#o-"Vivimus Eclere."
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yc//.. Rah! Rah! Rah! Whoarewe?
We are the girls of the C. D. C.
Were it not for us and our feasts so free,
Where on earth would the doctors be ?
Rah ! ! !

Sctllg ttt ®nllpgp
By CATHARINE A. WINNIA

Sally was a little girl just from the country.
She was small
for the age of sixteen, and had grey eyes, a turned-up nose and red
hair, which she wore in six tight "pig-tails." These stood straight
out from her head. Her parents were very kind and indulgent and
wished that their daughter should receive an "edication," so they
sent her to college.
Imagine this girl, with red calico dress, green hat, pig-tails,
and carpet bag, walking into a fashionable school for young ladies.
She was a dear little girl, with sweet disposition, and no rna,tter
what the girls would do to her she. thought it was "gittin' edication."

At first a great many of the girls would have nothing to do with
Sally, but after May Johnson gave her a few lessons in etiquette
and converted the "pig-tails" into curls, and the girls found out that
Sally always had spending money, she was the centre of attraction at the Private School for Young Ladies. Although she was
the centre of attraction she was also the centre of amusement; the
girls could never refrain from laughing whenever she was in sight.
The way she would bound along the street, and how she would
stand and gaze in wonder when the street cars went by! For she
said, "Anything is liable to happen when you git `edication !' "
Sally went to the theatre, and when in the last act the hero rescued the heroine from a burning building, she jumped upon the
seat, waved her hat and shrieked, "Bravo," at the top of her voice.
That night in her room she stood up in her window and set the lace
curtain on fire and waited for a hero to get her down. But the hero
never came, and one of the girls got there just in time to save her
from being burned.
Whenever the girls wanted to have some fun they would pick out
Sally for their victim.
But one day the tables were turned and
Sally had a chance to show her usefulness. The girls drove out to
the country. On their way home the horses became frightened
and began to cut up dreadfully. The driver was thrown from his
seat and the horses were running away. All the girls were screaming when Sally, our cool-headed Sally, jumped upon the driver's
seat and held the horses down with such great strength that they
soon stopped running, before any serious accident happened.
Of
course the girls praised Sally in glowing terms, but she only replied, "Well, you may know how to get an education, but you don't
know how to hold your head, or a hoss!"
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" Entre=mou8 "
MARGIE BELLE KEELIN, (aged l3)

(Uorevi8cd)
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By CATHARINE A. WINNIA

The year I9o6 is the twentieth anniversary of the inauguration of the Student Volunteer Movement for foreign missions at
Mt. Hermon. One hundred years ago there was inaugurated the American foreign missionary enterprise at the memorable "Haystack
prayer-meeting," at Williams' College, in Massachusetts. At this time conditions for the development of foreign missionary work were
not so favorable; there were few colleges, and they were not fully organized. But the work of foreign missions grew steadily all the
time, and eighty years later, at the meeting at Mt. Hermon, on the banks of the Connecticut, there were 251 delegates from eightynine colleges of all parts of the United States and Canada. At the meeting in Nashville this year there were present 4,188 accredited
delegates, comprising 3,o6o students from 7oo institutions, 286 professors, 144 missionaries from 26 countries, 14o officials of 95 missionary societies, 44 missionary press representatives, 8 fraternal delegates, and 397 special representatives.
The missionary exhibit
of maps, literature, curios, etc., was visited, by ac'tual count by over I9,ooo people.
The Volunteer Movement has touched nearly
I,ooo institutions of higher learning in North America.
Upon 8oo of these institutions it has brought to bear one or more of agencies
with such constancy and such thoroughness as to make an effective missionary impression. This includes nearly all of the American
and Canadian Colleges, and the theological seminaries of importance.

claims:fhe::s::o:sf:::-nf°t]hdeiu:€°:elf::.thoerkY°]:]2n)teeEOMf:¥tee:etnht:;:I:pe:¥e:of(]a)[iTt°ud]::€sS#oendt:citfeatothb°erc°ou£:£Co°rne:idner:t]£s°s:o::r]tehs:
by helping to guide and stimulate them in mission study and in work for missions, until they pass under the immediate direction of
the mission boards; (3) To unite all volunteers in an organized, aggressive movement; (4) To create and maintain an intelligent,
sympathetic, active interest in foreign missions among the students who are to remain on the home field, in order that they may back
up this great enterprise by their prayers, their gifts and their efforts. Thus the movement is not a missionary society to send out its
own missionaries. It is rather a recruiting `society for the various missionary boards.
At the Toronto convention the students promised to send out I,ooo mission.aries during the next quadrennium, and exactly I,ooosailed for foreign fields during the last four years. At the last meeting the students pledged themselves to send out I,ooo within
the coming four years.
The meeting of the Student Volunteer Movement will always be a great event in the history of Nashville. It had a lasting
effect upon the citizens, and aroused a great deal of interest here, as many people volunteered to support missionaries. Every one in
the city became arr`used to a true missionary spirit.

OUR RECEPTION
Almost every one was interested in the students, as well as the Volunteer Movement, and many social functions were given in
their honor.
One of the most enjoya,ble entertainments was a reception to four of the delegates from Williams' College, Massachtisetts, given by the Camerata Club, at the Studio of Miss Sullivan.
The honorees of the occasioii were Messrs. Hulst, Bullard, Curtis
and Clark. The entire house was beautifully decorated for the occasion, College and Club colors holding prominent places. The two
large reception-rooms were decorated in palms and ferns and cut flowers. The flowers used were violets aiid cariiations. The College
color, purple, being represented by the violets, and the Club colors, pink and green, by the class flower, pink carnations.
The sa,me
color scheme was carried out in the dining-room. The table had a center-piece of Renaissance lace and a central placque of pink
hyacinths.
Cut-glass receptacles held violets and pink carnations.
During the evening a very delightful programme was given by several members of the club. It consisted of vocal solos b}Mr. Bond and Miss Etta Bond, piano solos by Miss Smith and Miss Herron, and readings by Miss Catherine Winnia. After tlic
programme, refreshments were served, and at the conclusion the .guests of honor were each presented with a small Confederate flag,
tied with the Club colors. Rev. Charles E. Sullivan, who in the name of the Club presented the souvenirs, made a very appropritlte
and interesting speech.
He told the origin of the Confederate flag, and said he hoped the old bitter feeling between North aiid
South would soon die out. This speech was respondecl to by Mr. Curtis, one of the students, saying that he believed the bitter feelLing
was fast disappearing, and it was principally through such movei}ients as the Student Volunteer Convention.
The students of the
North and the students of the South united in such a noble caii`€c`.
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The honorees then sang several of their college songs, which were very bright and of the typical college style. These `^y.ere.
given with spirit and dash, and were very enthusiastically received. There was a request from one of the honorees to hear "Dixie"
sung by Southern girls on Southern soil, aiid in response to this request " Dixie," that patriotic song of the Southerners, was given
by the Camerata girls, with all the guests standing.
After this, good-byes were spoken, and the guests departed, wearing next their hearts the Confederate flags.
Once more the North and South were parted, but this time with pleasant memories.

Amhig""z ®trnrbzz
From a Musical Scrap Book

F#g"c it such praise as I)a rc fair ;
She banged the piano as well as her hair;
Her fflozJeowc„f5, they were just 2-2

And admiring Savc//® were not a few.

A Jco7c and Jc"or more, I guessSome were /orfc and some were lessIn vain made their c!-tJozucJs true,
While Ma ciwdo#!c sighed "0. U. !"

An organist, D. M., with medal,
Came to town just for to 4ede/.
His name wa.s Signor Allegretto;
His teeth, 'twas said, they were /oJscJJo.

He met Miss Do re at a ball,
And straightway Jo¢.yea-"gaowwf all I
Of such a face I never dreamt 0 ;
To g"G.J¢r 1'11 at once ci Jeowpo."

So, after that, just tuba nigh her,
He'd call and for the Miss en-c¢o¢.r
Or Polka round zLnd common metre,

Or take the go/o4 up town and treat her.
One night the parlor lights were d¢.ow,
And she was sitting near to foyow».

He tried to steal a kiss-La mi i

"OeJerJ"re proper place," says she.
He 7'o//. a d¢.ow-mediately, for all,
And said-"Oh, well, we'll not cfeoro/."

Then she grew playful-laughed, "Ha, ha!
I.1st catch me if you cantata!"

He feared she'd run and tell her rna,
But down she sat on the J.o' fa!
Approaching her, he sang 5o/a"Do re, ?#¢. SOJ is full of woe."

And then her soft white hand he A/cffo./
But really, I can't tell the reJtf-O !
Except j ust this-that to coow}4oJc7.,
A ring of purest gold he shows her.
With 4awJ.c consent they're gay and free, 0!
As birds in any L. M. J/8.a./
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on jrfeREro.
By LEWELLYN MILLARD

The little god, Love, on a silvery night
Watched a maid as she stood in the moon beam's soft light.
"1'1] speed my arrow so bright and so keen

To tlie heart of that maiden who stands like a queen;
She's majestic and lovely, but her pride doth control
And one ruling ambition sways her heart and her soul."
So straightway lie sped forth the shimmering dart,
And as he intended found true mark in her heart.

With a lingering look on Fame's beckoning star,
The maiden sobbed sadly, "My hopes Love would mar!"
Then rising up swiftly, she cried with loud voice,
"I av¢.JJ 7¢o} be conquered, let Ambition rejoice !"

"Stay thy hand from the arrow !" cried the god in despair,
"For shoulds't thou withdraw it from thy bosom fair,

A broken heart ever niust throb in thy breast,
Which throughout thy lifetime can never find rest."
My dart cannot harm thee, oh, maiden, most fair,

Efu:h£°fu;]ic°en]t%oCu°n;:tnhtdtr:tetitjtfrs:=y#;r£:art'squiveringcore,
Henceforth must remain there an unhealing sore!"

In anger the maid tore the dart from its placeAnd watched from its point each ruby drop'race;
"Take back thy toy, Beauty's own infant son,
For I scorn thee, thou false, thou wild, wicked one!

"Take back thy plaything, now steeped in gore,
And beware, vain deceiver, ne'er play with me more!
For soon 1'11 be bearing Renown's glittering name
In the land I have longed for, the land of great fame."
**********

Toward the Mount of Ambition Cupid looks with sad eyes,
In a voice which trembles he sorrowfully cries :
"Ah, behold! tho' her brow be with laurel wreath crowned,
Yet her heart is still aching from Love's lasting wound!"

/
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_ -_____

Evening! Dark clouds scudding across the sky. Now anct then the moon struggled through, casting mysterious shadows,
' til even the most familiar objects took on an uiicaniiy look.

By the time we approached the entrance to 213 Russell, whither we had been summoned on this night to meet with the Hallowe'en Sprites, cold chllls were creeping up and down our spinal columns. Nor was this feeling lessened by the sight of grotesque
faces peering at us from every iiook and cranny. And, while our common sense told us they were merely jack-o'-lanterns, our uncommon sense of things supernatural set our teeth chattering.
At the doorway phantom forms met us, silently conducting us within,
where we found a typical witch's wigwam, built of dry corn-stalks and hung with draperies made of ' skins of wild animals.
Across the front hung a curtain of weird design.
In front of the tent stood the witch's kettle, and beside it the veritable
mother witch, in trailing garments of black, while a huge black cat crouched at her feet. The sight of mortals gathered ' round her
gave us courage to draw nearer and hear hier queer incantations. Many times was her palm crossed with silver, as gallant lads and
blushing lassies strove to learn their fate. After all, she must have been a good-tempered witch, since all seemed well please(1 with
their peep into the future.
Following our phantom guides, we next came to a queer sight-a mercenary mortal selling black cats at a penny apiece ! On
the wall opposite us was stretched a portrait of our witch, mounted on her broom, riding through the air. We were all blindfolded,
turned round and round, then bidden, each in turn, to place a black cat on the brr)om. As a result, when the bandage was removed,
our astonished gaze met black cats gazing at us from every side of the room.
Again our ghostly guides flitted before us, conducting us this time to Fairyland. We had entered a fairy forest, through which
circles of light filtered and broke into odd figures. In the center stood a moss and ivy-coverecl well. A beautiful fairy in flowing,
white robes, wearing on her golden hair a crown, presided here-the genius of the "wishing well." In silvery accents she invited us
to kneel beside the well and wliisper a wish, assuring us that e'er another Hallowe'en should come around the wish would be fulfilled.
Then, by her command, we gazed into the shadowy depths,and behold ! reflected our fate. To our anxious gaze there appeared
the comforting vision of the rabbit's-foot, signifying luck in our future transactions ; but others whispered darkly of daggers and grue-

•.
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some objects, while yet others smiled at visions of silver coins, signifying wealth or, crowning bliss, visions of lovers fond and true!
Beside the well, on a shimmering pool, lay a fairy fleet of miniature candle-lit boats of various colors.
Choosing a color, we
started our tiny barks on the river o£ Luck, watching anxiously,lest they be capsized, and with them all our hopes; but Fortune was
with us, and "when our ships came in " the fairy handed us a tiny sealed scroll, corresponding in color to our boat, and with joy
we read the words:
" Should you choose a boat of red,

You will one day richly wed ! "

With a wave of her magic wand, the fairy queen summoned our mystic attendants.
This time they led us through dark, subterraneous passages, on, on, till we were inwardly quaking. At last they paused
entrance of a dark, gloomy cavern, and waving a silent farewell, they vanished in the darkness. Left alone, we stood shivering
cold blast that blew on us. From the arched doorway of stone a skull and cross-bones leered at us. A sepulchral voice bade us
We dared not disobey, and what a sight met our eyes! Skulls and cross-bones everywhere! Huge, black bats, everywhere,
in our faces ; giant spiders hung from even more gigantic webs. A huge cauldron emitted blue flames, terribly suggestive of
" Eye of newt and toe of frog,

Wool of bat, andtongue of dog;
Adder's fork and blind worm's sting,
Lizard's leg and owlet's wing."
From the ceiling a phaiitom form hung, swaying in the breeze, while ghosts flitted to and fro everywhere, in all directions. We
were bidden to take our seats at a long table, festively ( ?) decorated with skulls and lighted by jack-o'-lanterns. Here was served
a " dumb supper " in several courses, no word being spoken by the guests.
Tlie head ghost, if we may thus speak of those who have no heads, in a voice which made us creep, announced the name of each
course as it was served, but surely, in that mystic land, things go by contraries. Commanded to keep our haiids under the table, the
dishes were passed to each in turn. Imagine our uncanny feelings when our hands were frozen with " hot coffee," burned with " ice
cream," and so on throughout the many courses. One specially dainty course was " fried porcupine," from which the quills had evi~
dently never been removed. In the n-idst of th;s ghostl,v feast the candles suddenly sputterecl and went out.
Shrieks of terror filled
the air, and there was a general rush for the exit.
Arriving, breathless but safe, in the upper world once more, we were more than content to stay amongst mortals, bobbiiiL? for
apples and roasting chestnuts in the goocl, old-fashioned way.
As the mystic hour of twelve rang out, of a sudden witches, gliosts. ,goblins, sprites and all disappeared, as if by magic, and oiil.\T a
crowd of sleepy, creepy boys and girls was left standing on tlle ol(1 familiar territory, saying good-night and good-bye!
-I;.[`xie 1`
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At last the long expected day had dawned! One of the members of the Camerata had invited the rest of us to spend a day at
her lovely country home. The appointed time had come. It was 5 a. in., and we were hustling and bustling madly in our desire to be at
the rendezvous in time to catch the early morning train to Bellvue.
Such a scrambling as there was; but at last we all assembled at Union Station, and there was a general stampede for the ticket
office. Our patient, 1ongsuffering teacher, who is our usual chaperone and business manager, had gone the evening before with some
of the girls, so we felt very important and independent on this day of days. Our leader walked up to the agent's ticket window and
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then
suddenly turning in confusion to the girls,```^Jhara
"Where
is it we want tickets to, girls
?
began boldly : "Twenty
tickets to
Bellbuckle, isn't it ?"

:`Oh, yes !" came in chorus from the girls ; " of course we want to go to Bellbuckle."
"All right; twenty round-trip tickets to Bellbuckle, please."

Just as the agent was about to hand them out, one of the girls in the rear ran up, exclaiming, " Oh, girls ! Doubtless we c!o want
to go to Bellbuckle some day, but as this is the day Frances is entertaining at BelletJwc, I think we had better go there."
The patient agent rectified the mistake, aiid at last we were on the train, with not a
moment to spare. We were scarcely seated before one of the girls spied an acquaintance-a
handsome young man, with large, dreamy, brown eyes. She opened her heart and made us all
happy by introducing us. Some sat behind, some in front, and some on either side of this poor
unfortunate, and we all talked at once till we reached our destination. Don't you suppose he
felt like poor Orpheus, when he was surrounded by the wild Bacchantes? (And, after all, it was
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"Love's Labor Lost," for he married another girl-not a Cameratarer-in less than a week

from that day !)
The flagman saved poor "Orpheus' " life by calling "Bellevue!" We bade him a tender
adieu, and hastened to transfer our attentions to the gallant lads who had come to meet tis. With
their assistance we climbed into the buggies and traps and started on our two-mile drive through
the loveliest of countries, to the Harding home. The Sun-god had not driven far up the heavenly pathway in his shining chariot of gold ; there was yet to be seen a soft, purplish haze reflected
from the garments of Auruora, as she iiad flown forth t-o open the gates of the inorning for Apollo
-I/ - ' ` ~
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to drive tfrrough. Upon the breezes was wafted a faint, sweet odor of autumn flowers, and our
r'T|
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hearts were full of joyful anticipation of the pleasure in store for us.
Arriving at the house, we were joyfully greeted by our friends, and were then invited out
to the dining-room, where an excellent breakfast was served, which we enjoyed greatly, since we
were too excited to get our regular morning meal before leaving home.
After all the crowd had assembled, we went out into the woods to look for nuts. Such a
bountiful harvest was never seen. Despite the objections raised by the squirrels, which chattered and scolded vigorously, Frances did a little stunt like this:
while we picked up the nuts she showered down upon us.
Miss Sullivan had talked to us very earnestly the week before about the lack of soul and feeling in our music. She also told
__
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us that we should, as often as possible, tu`rn aside f`rom the busy whirl of practical every-day life, and- commune with Nature-look
up in the blue sky, and cultivate our souls.

-
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Our journey to the woods gave us an excellent opportunity, so we gathered our arms full of flowers and made of them soft,
fragrant pillows, upon which we lay for hours, looking up tlirough the tree-tops to the sky.
Oh ! That day was one of the fairest flowers ever dropped i rom the hand o£ Time !
The trees had donned their royal robes of crimson, purple and gold. From leafy bowers came the song of birds. Oh! the
voice of those birds ! Did they not sing to us a song of faith? Did not the spirit of autumn bid us eiijoy life while light was on the
leaf ?

There is no doubt that our thoughts were uplifted as we lay thus dreaming, but we finally realized that we were cultivating
colds as well as souls, by our recumbent positions. The call to dinner brought us back to material things. Oh! that dinner! Words
-mere words-are too hopelessly inadequate ! If only we could describe its delectable deliciousness ! What could be more inviting?
Underneath two golden maple trees snowy~white cloths were spread. Upon these was a repast to delight the " epicurest" epicure.
We " fell to," doing full justice to the dainties. =Mirth reigned supreme.
Dinner over, we drank a toast in sparkling water to our
genial host and hostess, Mr. and Mrs. Harding, who had entered so heartily into all our pleasures, and tendered them a vote of thanks.
We then wanderecl into the woods and across the hills, enjoying the magnificent views. As usual, the Kodak Club was enthusiastically busy getting picturesque bits.
When at last Apollo had driven his chariot adown the Western sky, we assembled in the house once more.
To our shame, be it said, that, notwithstanding that ro.val banquet in the woods, we partook heartily of the bountiful supper
prepared for us. ` After this, the hours sped on the wings of laugliter, dance and song, till, all too soon, the time arrived when we must
say good-bye. Through the moonlit lanes we drove to the train, and were shortly nearing home, while through our brains there floated
the rhythm of Bryant's " October: "
Ay, thou art welcome, Heal-en's delicious breath,
When woods begin to wear the crimson leaf,
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Pass silently from men, as thou dost pass.
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Must we practice technique?

Must we memorize?

Must we practice Saturdays?
Must we never cut lectures?

Must we take notes?
Must we hand in Topic Books?

Must we write so many Harmony exercises?

Must we study Anatomy?
Must we join the Sight-reading Class?
"Why sh()uld the spirit of mortal be proud anyway ?"
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By ANNIE Z. WALKER

When the day is almost ended, it is sweet to climb into Dame Nature's lap and be coaxed and lulled to rest and forgetfulness of
the cares and strife of life. Out among the trees and grass and flowers, as we watch the sun sink to rest behind the hills, and listen
to the drowsy hum of the bees, we gather renewed strength and courage to meet another day, to fight its battles, and to enjoy the
rich blessings which our dear Heavenly Father showers upon us so lavishly.
As I lay in my hammock beneath the wide-spreading maples one evening, drinking in the beauties around me and reviewing
my vast possessions in Spain, many of which, alas ! have fallen into decay, I determined to clear away these ruins and build yet more
splendid and durable castles on these rich estates of mine.
But what shall I do with all this wealth? That it may bring to me joy and happiness, I must share it with others, for life all
alone, even in the most magnificent " Castle in Spain " would be dreary and worthless. Ah! I have it. I will dedicate one of my most
beautiful castles in that fair, sunny Soutrhland, to the dear Camerata girls, for are we not all classmates and comrades? As I look forward through the long vista of future years, I see this castle rise, stately and classic, a fit temple for the Goddess of Music. Again, after
many years of separation, we, the charter members of the Camerata, are gathered together within its stately walls.
Always, since going out into the world, we have watched with loving interest and pride the growth and development of the work
which our little band so earnestly began. Each year many have come seeking admission within our ranks, and each year we have seen
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our work extend, until the influence of the Camerata is felt all over the land. And now at last is realized the cherished dream of Miss
Frances and the girls, for we have come from far and near to celebrate the completion of the splendid new home for the College of
Music. And yet, the very best of this " home-coming " is the happy smile and affectionate greeting with which Miss Frances always
received her " children," and rna,de them not pupils but her friends and guests. Yes, there will be a warm interest and ready sympathy for each girl who has traveled a " Rocky Road to Dublin."
What a joyous reunion this is! We are all just so glad to meet again, and such a chatter as we do keep up! Of course, we
couldn't talk together half so much as we all want to in one short evening, for there are all the new Camerata members whom we must
meet, besides many other pleasures and surprises which Miss Frances has in store for us. So we are all delighted to accepted Katharine
Herron's invitation to spend the following evening with her at " Spinster's Hall," and to view her famous collection of cats and parrots
of every species, which she has collected from all parts of the world. That such a fate as this would overtake our charming Katharine
none of us ever dreamed, for we all thought that, long ago, she would have been the queen of some man's heart and home. We
looked forward to this evening with much pleasure, for we knew that, after much interesting talk about the habits and care of these
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Miss Park.s, so one of`the girls told me, is writing the life of Miss Frances. Competent judges who have had the privilege of
reading the chapters which have been finished, are quite enthusiastic in their praise. They declare that it will rank among great biographies, with Boswell's " Life of ]chnson."
Margaret Foulks tells me that she is an osteopathic doctor. I am not surprised that her deeply sympathetic nature has led her
to devote her life to soothing aching heads and strengthening and straightening the weak, crooked spines of suffering humanity.
This is a great and good work, for we all know how much the world needs backbone. She tells us that she owns a private hospital
and treats all the nervous patients by means of music, which she finds very effective.
Our baby member,' Frances Ewart Sullivan, at once tlle storm and sunshine of the class, has blossomed into beautiful womanhood, and such a captivating little lady is she, with her nodding brown curls, merry eyes and vivacious manner, that she is making.sad
havoc``of the hearts of the opposite sex. But her fair-haired, blue-eyed cousin Elizabeth (our Gyp), so like a dainty violet, is running
her a close race for the laurels of belleship.
I find that Etta has long ago grown weary of city life, and I or several years has been running a " village smithy " in a neighboring small town. Said smithy is of a unique character, being a seven-room vineclad cottage, with delightfully cosy and inviting sittingroom, where all the Smiths, great and small, gather every evening to play and sing anything one might call for, from the " Anvil
Chorus " to the latest popular songs.
Elsie Winnia says she is a firm believer in the old adage, " The way to a man's bea.rt is through his stomach." Guided by this
idea, she has followed in Mrs. Rorer's footsteps and become a famous cook. She is now turning out graduates chock full of " culinary
wrinkles " from her cooking school. Seems to me she has already done enough to earn the everlasting love and gratitude of the
masculine persuasion.
Well, well! Will wonders never cease? There is our quiet little Edna Mai, the first president of the Camera,ta Club, now
become a leader of the " Woman's Suffrage " movement," and by her eloquent speeches in many states, and before various legislative
bodies, she has gained wonderful victories for " woman's rights." Who would ever have thought that she would abandon her brilliant
musical career to rival Lucy Stone or Susan Anthony !
Minnah Hartman and Margie Keelin, who are as great friends as ever, have been abroad together, studying art. By no means
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line at Paris while they were perfecting their music in Berlin.
Catharine Winnia,, our honored president at this writing of our first Annual, has not " buried her talents " for leading in import63

art movements or enforcing laws. Through a combination of circumstances more strange and wonderful than fiction, she has become
the wife of the Dictator of a South American Republic; and Catharine is accredited with being the yeaJ " power behind the throne,"
which. is holdihg the reins of government with such a firm hand.
` Sadie Hartman'S love of an active life and stirring events has led her to become a journalist. She is now employed by the Baltimore 'Sun, and wii`l start soon on a trip around the world, in which she is confident that she will break the wonderful record of Nellie
Bly. Still she has not lost that poetic touch of hers at the piano.
Miss Coles' flew opera, which was brought out last winter at the Metropolitan Opera House in New York, was quite a success
and has giv€fl her a conspicuous place among modern composers.
Our two boys, Charles and Francis Sullivan, have spent some time in the .` Ould Counthry," where Miss Frances has had them
studying existing conditions, social and political, of the Irish.
Charles is as yet unable to decide whether he will follow in his father's
footsteps or become a " fiddler." Francis, however, is quite settled in his determination to return to the " Emerald Isle," buy up the
ancestral estates of the Sullivans, and devote his life to making a family tree and righting the wrongs of his downtrodden peoplet
And here is our little Yankee girl, Mary Ellen, the pet of the whole class. In the first flush of sweet young womanhood, when
all the world seemed rosy-hued and happy, she came to us from Illinois, and by her sunny presence won our Southern hearts so completely that, One and all, we rush to meet her with open arms. But listen, girls! She is no longer Mary Ellen Gyles, but to the world
is known a§ Madame Marie Gyleszky, for she is a great pianist and has traveled the wide world over concertizing, and many honors
have betn heaped upon her, both at home and abroad. Golden shekels, too, have poured in upon her, and many a sad heart has been
blessed and lightened by her timely assistance. Right here in our beloved South she has endowed the Old Soldiers' Home so liberally
that our veterans never lack for any comforts or attention, and to the school for their descendants for which the Daughters of the Confederacy have struggled so bravely, she has given handsome scholarships, whereby the pupils may have the privilege of studying at our
xpiendid new School of Music.
Ah! here is a much-bethumbed, tattered old harmoiiy book, and it brihgs up an instantaneous picture of Llewcllyn. " Oh, Miss
Frances, where is Llewellyn? Surely she is not so wedded to art that-" " Wedcled to art? No! " says Miss Frances. " Weddeti
to a man, and a widower with six children at that! We expected Llewellyn to be a great artist. She was so talentecl and so' devoted
to her art, but you remember, gir'1S, how unselfish she was-ever ready to lend a helping hand. So she was easily persuaded to sacrifice even her art-the one great ambition of her life-and go to Massachusetts to mother these orphans. A letter today says she cannot
be with us, as Jack, the youngest, fell down the steps and nearly broke his crown.
" See, Miss Fraiices, there is a carriage stopping! Llewellyn! " we all cry, qnd rush out to receive her. She explains that Jack

wasn't so badly hurt as she feared, and so she decided at the very last minute to come any way, and bring with her the entire six, that
they might properly become members of the Camerata and begin the study of Harmony while young, " for," she says, " Miss Frances,
the time of which you prophesied has come, for I have undoubtedly Jeor"c'd ffoe z/c!/we of fJa[/owo"y."

And so the eivening was going merrily on when I felt a light touch on my head. I looked up, and ' twas mother, saying, " Come,
my child, your ` Castles in Spain ' must be enchanting, indeed."
" Yes, mother," I answered, " a good fairy has given me a peep into the future, and some day I am to see Miss Frances and all

the girls in a splendid new School of Music-all our very own."
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While I was "Standin' on the Corner Not a-Meanin' No Harm," thinking of the sad fate of " Johnny Jones and His Sister
Sue," up rushed " Mr. Dooley," looking troubled and excited.
" Oh ! " he cried, breathlessly, " There'1l Be a Hot Time in the Old Town To-Night," and " I've Got Troubles of My Own."
For the first time since Dr. Munyon curecl a bunion for Mr. Dooley-ooley-ooley-oo did that great personage seem unable to
act for himself.
" Before I tell you what the trouble is," he continued, " let us go and sit " Under the Bamboo Tree." There he resumed : " As

I came by ` The Little Old Log Cabin in the Lane ' I saw ` Old Black Joe ' standing there, all in ` Patches,' talking to ` Bill Bailey,'
and heard him telling Bill of the surpassing sweetness of ` ' Possum and Taters,' when, to his surprise, he found his words were not
heeded. Old Joe began telling of his devotion to one of the ` Creole Belles,' and of how he makes love to her, ``When Nobody's
Lookin' But the Owl and the Moon.' Yet Bill heeded not and continually murmured something about a ` Rainy Evenin' ' and a finetooth comb.' So I think Old Joe will be glad if we send him to summon a few of our best and most familiar friends, so that we can
tell them of the conspiracy being formed by a party which styles itself ` The Classics.' A conspiracy to banish us from ` The Home
and Friends We Love So Dear.' If they succeed it will be ` Good-bye, My Blue Bell,' for sure."
While we waited the assembling of our " Comrades," silence reigned supreme, save, far away, was heard " The Mocking Bird "
and " The Whipporwill's Sad Lay." Occasionally there was wafted on the wings of the wind the distant, plaintive song of " The Gondolier," and a faint breath of " Violets " brought to our memory " the dear, dead days beyond recall."
Mr. Dooley looked up with a start, for " Old Black Joe " had returned, accompanied by " Old Uncle Ned," saying, " I done
already say ` I Ain't Gwine to Work No More,' but seein's it's you astin' me fur to wait on yer, I done went and brung the las' one
o' dem ` Rag-Time Babes,' ` Coons an' all!' Ez I tromped erlong, I jes' broken up a ` Georgia Camp-Meetin' ' by tellin' o' the awful
way we done ben 'bused, en ebery libin' one o' dem 'formers jumps up en say, ` We goin' to see that justis am enforced ! ' "
" Why," said Mr. Dooley, ` Here's My Girl From Dixie,' ` Annie Rooney,' ` Nellie Gray,' with a ` Sweet Bunch of Daisies ' in

her hair; ` Josephine,' ` Sweet Marie,' the ` Pride of the Ball ' and-` Good Morning, Carrie.'
So you are here, too!
I heard you
were ` On the Banks of the Wabash,' and I hardly expected you. Here's ` Nancy Brown;." ` Dear Old Girl,' she will do her best for
our troubled cause."
Now, fellow-citizens of Rag-timeville, one and all, I have called you here to help me decide the all-important question, " Is
Rag-Time Music Ever Admissible?"
In other words, fellow-citizens, are owe admissible? " I've Got a Feelin' in My Heart for You "
and you know it. I've never had to say, "Make a Fuss Over Me" because the whole world has done Jfoa)£, and you have known all the
while that I had your interests and your pleasure nearest my heart. It is natural you should love me. " I Ain't Got No Use for
Sleep " since this question has arisen. ' Tis the concentrated essence of injustice for our opponents to say they hate us ; that we should
be ruled out completely and banished forever. But, since " Massa's in de Cold, Cold Ground," " Old Dog Tray " is the only one that
remains faithful to us and our interests. Shall we tamely submit to being sent " ' Way, Down Upon the Sewanee River? " The next

thing we know we shall be " Marching Through Georgia," " Tramp, Tramp, Tramp," " Down Where the Cotton Blossoms Grow," or
hurled bodily out of " The DeJar United States."
Ye Rag-time men, shall we be forced to leave " The Girl We Loved in Sunny Tennessee ? " so that the burden of our song shall
ever be, " I've a Longing in My Heart for You, Louise," and " Carry Me Back to Old Virginny " to " The Girl I Left Behind Me? "
I say, No, no, no!

A thousand times, No!
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Believe me, fellow-citizens, though " 1'11 Leave My Happy Home for You," if it is for your good, 1'11 never, while there is
justice in Nashville, be banished in this cruel way, for I shall appeal to its citizens thus:
" Oh, lend nie your ears, you pleasureloving children of this dear land, while I appeal to you for mercy and justice ! " Pause for a moment and think " How often, oh, how
often " your gentle maids and laughter-loving youths have worshiped our names in song. Yea, think how often shining eyes have
grown brighter and hearts throbbed faster, while lightly-moving feet kept time to the inspiring measures of a Rag-time waltz or twostep. I say to you, it would be supremest cruelty to vote against us, for the walls once ringing with laughter and song would be silent
as the tomb.

Truly, the old earth would have a new wrinkle of care added to her brow, which is even now worn by time-and that not
rag-time! Then, too, I would point to " Hiawatha " sitting weary and worn by the side of the fair " Navajo." Has not the poor
Indian been literally worn to tatters in the service of the American public? Would you be guilty of this base ingratitude, and would
you
turnthe
a deaf
to him?
Is not
the head
of ``their
Old lives
Blackhave
Joe "been
bending
with care?
not " Poor Old
Nednot
" devoid
of hair
" where
wool ear
ought
to grow,"
simply
because
givenlow
up wholly
to yourIsamusement?
Have
I, myself---the
great and only Mr. Dooly-engrossed with the politics of a great nation, stepped aside from my busy life to furnish you entertainment
in all places, from the opera to the phonograph? If my services are no longer necessary, need I be " Forgotten? " And for whom
are we displaced? I blush to speak the words. We are to be ruled out for the sake of a common old shoeman (Schumann), a lowbred Wagner; a man whose living is made by Chopin; a " Reuben Come to Town " who is never seen without his stein; a man who
must have committed some crime, for lie is always Haydn. Another whom the city fathers must some day Handel. I could nanie a
long Liszt of others just as common.
I beseech you not to cast us out in our old age, for such creatures as these, or because you are tired of us and because you are
possessed of the American craze for change; rather cherish us and our " Comrades " of the past and future, for the ;ake of the pleasuse we have given you in the " Happy Days Gone By."
Oh, most honorable judges, we bespeak your fair decision. I know what the state of your feelings must be, for never, even in
the Tenth Ward, have I been confronted with such an embarrassing, such a puzzling question.
May you continue to lend us your ears, to make " Goo-goo Eyes " at us, so that we may be " Always " " Blithe and Gay ! "
Just as Mr..Dooley reached his peroration, I felt some one grasp my arm, and woke with a start, to realize that I had fallen
asleep while preparlng a paper on "The Classics Versus Rag-time." Edna May was shaking me and saying, " Come on! Supper is
ready, and you've slept all your time away, so you will surely get a reprimand."
" No," I murmured drowsily, " 1'11 get Mr. Dooley to make it all right for me with Miss Frances." But this proved to be the
one thing he could not do.
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" And what is so rare as a day in June?
Then, if ever, come perfect days."
So sang Lowell, and surely this day, which we had set apart for our pilgrimage to the Hermitage, the Mecca of all loyal Tennesseans, was no exception to the rule-golden sunshine, a cloudless sky, a cool breeze-what more could we ask?
Bright and early we began to assemble at the Studio, each bearing her contribution to the royal feast that was to be one of the
great events of the day. Laughing and chatting, we passed the time, while waiting till all should arrive, greeting each new comer with
the cry, " What is in ayoc" basket? " fairl,v screaming with delight when Eula appeared upon the scene, bearing a great, white cake,
beautifully decorated with our own sweetpeas in pink and green. At last all our girls and guests have arrived, Miss Frances announces
that the lunch is packed and safely stored away. The tallyho and surreys drive up, we all climb in, and with colors flying, horns
blowing and a rousing yell, we are off. " Merrily We Roll Along " through the heart of tlie city, making all the din possible, while
from all the doors and windows of stores, offices and business houses appear smiling faces, waving handkerchiefs and answering shouts,
for who, even in a busy city, does not respond to the joyousness and cheer of youth and the happy light-heartedness of schoolgirls?
And now we leave the crowded streets for the broad, open pike and the broader country, than which nothing lovlier. On either
side of us stretch the broad, green fields; great trees line the way, lending us their shade; fine bridges lead us across sparkling streams
which add their special feature of beauty to this glorious panorama. A dear little spring, bubbling from beneath moss-covered rocks,
invites us to descend from our lofty perch and quench our thirst, while the ardent members of the Kodak Club mount a rail fence
some feet away, in order to get a good focus, and entreat us to look pleasa,nt while they " snap " us. " Look pleasant ! " As if every
face was not illumined with a smile so broad that the features were entirely obscured, and the picture would probably be taken for
snap-shots of the entrance to Mammoth Cave. Having drunk deep of the sparkling draught, we once more mount to our places and
drive on. On, past beautiful Bell Ayres, and the broad, fertile acres of Clover Bottom Farm, singing gaily the songs so dear to all
hearts, and every now and then vigorously suppressing our little Yankee comrade, who insists upon teaching us " Marching Through
Georgia," as a valuable addition to our repertoire.
And now we have reached the lane which leads from the main road to the Hermitage. As we come in sight of the magnificent
old mansion a hush falls upon us till we draw up at the great gateway facing that grand old avenue of cedars. There, with one accord,
we burst forth, singing, " My Country, ' Tis of Thee," and if there a.s a slight choke in our throats and a dimness in our vision, we are
not ashamed to own it, for what loyal Tennessean, Southerner or mere American cotlld contemplate the home of " Old Hickory " without a sudden throb of loyal pride and emotion.
Once inside the grounds, we climb down and start on a tour of inspection, leaving our kind and genial friend, Dr. Sullivan,
to superintend the caring for the horses, while the ever-faithful Rufus bears from the lockers of the tallyho the numerous baskets of
edibles and deposits them near the big tables provided for tourists.
We take a peep in the big coach-house at the old coach which carried General Tackson to Washington, half envious that, in
this day of progress and rush, we can never enjoy such an experience. Then we wander through the quaint, old-fashioned garden,
with its prim, stiff little borders of box, its old-fashioned roses and pinks, and its tall lillies; pausing with reverent quiet when at the
far-end of this garden, we stand beside the last resting place of the General and his beloved wife, the members of their family and old
Alfred, who was indeed " faithful unto death."
The sounding of a bugle call brings us back to the yard where, under the shade of stately oaks, is spread a feast fit for the gods.
The tables are covered with lunch cloth and doylies, all in our class colors, while upon these is set forth every variety of things
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known to tempt the palate of man, or woman either. The seat of honor is given to dear Mother Sullivan, who is our special chaperone, the other mothers sitting near her; the rest of us quickly find places. Dr. Sullivan offers a few fitting words of prayer. Then,
with all the spirit of true Americans, we charge on the viands bef ore us with a truly noble devotion to duty, and a result that does
not enable us to gather up twelve baskets of I ragments.
After dinner we fare forth, stopping to see the little church where the Tackson family were woiit to worship, then roaming
through the daisy fields, bringing back great armfuls of the snowy,. golden-hearted beauties.
And now we are ready for a tour through the historic building. Lining up at the wicle front door, we eriter the spacious hallway, where we register with much pride in the visitors' book. Then, our genial guide in the lead, we go from point to point, following
the fortunes of Telemachus in the hall. tapestry, gazing with pride upon the beautiful old furniture, the fine collection of portraits,
the massive candelabra and other silver, the quaint old costumes, the manuscript and other relics of great interest. Our bo.vs ;.`.I.e
especially delighted with the swords and Tackson's uniform, wtiiit. Mrs. Tackson's ball dress delights the girls. Passing into the upper
gallery we note how the approach to the house has been skilfully shaped into a guitar ; then we traverse the upper chambers.
Descending the stairs, we look once more with spec;al emotions into the room from which the great spirit of that mighty
warrior, statesmen, President, .ge%f/e7#c!?¢, took its flight, and note how his bed wa,s placed opposite the beautiful portrait of " Rachael,"
so that her dearly-beloved face might be the last thing on which liis earthly vision rested, even as he prayed it might be first to greet
him in that couiitry, through the portals of which he was entering.
We pause awhile on the broad gallery; thinking how often the great of earth have sat here, and what weighty questions of State
have been discussed-what intricate political problems unraveled. Then, throwing ourselves down on the cool, green sward to rest,
we coax "Mother Sullivan" to entertain us with sketches of Tennessee history, in which she bore an active part.
Then comes the summons to mount and start for home. With reluctance we say good-bye, after tendering a special vote of
thanks to Mr. Baker and family for their many courtesies and giving three rousing cheers for the " Ladies ' Hermitage Association,"
which makes it possible for us to preserve this historic landmark.
On our way home we drive into the grounds of the ()1d Soldiers ' Home. By special request we draw up in front of the hospital and serenade the inmates. As we sing one after another of the dear old plantation melodies and sweet ballads, the veterans from
the main building crowd round us, and pale faces look out fror.1 the windows of the hospital. Then, at the very last, when we sing
our own unsurpassed, ever-inspiring melody, " Dixie," a volley of cheers bursts forth, every veteran's head is bared, tremulous voices
take up the strain with us, and as we look at these men, whose crutches, empty sleeves, battle-scarred visages and smoke-blinded eves,
bear silent testimony that they indeed were willing to live and die I or " Dixie," sobs catch in our throat and interfere with our sin.g.iiig.
Yet, through our tears, we catch sight of our little Yankee standing tip on the back seat of the tallyho, singing " Dixie" louder than
any one of us, with one hand mopping away the tears, while with the other she fairly showers the " boys in gray " with daisies. We
drive away, followed by cries of " God bless you ! " " Good-bye, come again ! " while great bunches of snowballs, aimed by dexterous
veterans, land in our laps.
Then home through the dusk of the evening, weary but happy, and rousing up at the edge of town to yell, blow our horns and
otherwise set all the dogs a-barking, the children screaming, thus announcing our safe return. Then one after another is deposited at
her-own home, good-nights said, and our happy day fades into the darkness of night ; but its memory will shine bright forevermore.
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By EI)NA MAY SMITH

The old adage, "All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy," is accepted as sound logic by the Camerata School of Music,
so holidays are enjoyed at fitting intervals. But of all these, the one to which we look forward with the most interest, perhaps, is the
day each year in which Miss Sullivan entertains her class.
On these occasions we lay aside our working garb, and even all thought of work, don our holiday attire, and assemble at our
own studio parlors for a, general good time.
As a rule no outside guests are present. Just our own merry band and the Sullivan family, for no gaLthering is complete, to
our mind, without their presence, especially " Mother " Sullivan, who is our Regent, and who does so much for our happiness and
comfort.

On this particular occasion, however-January 27th-we had been notified that we would have with us several guests. Our
invitations had read, " You are invited to an assembly of songs, and the opening of a Gallery of Fine Arts." The first half of the invitation we easily interpreted to mean that each of us must represent the title of a song, but we were all " from Missouri," as far as the
Gallery of Fine Arts was concerned. Of one thing, however, we were assured-that it would prove to be entertaining.
The excitement of choosing a song title and the method of representing it occupied our attention several days, and when we all
had assembled, such an array of ballads and popular songs as there were, and how cleverly some were portrayed.
We were introduced to our guests. Miss Duff, of Virginia, was presented to us in the guise of "Because." Her brother, in
his own personality as "Man, Man, Man." The Misses Spicer as "The Letter Edged with Black," and " Home, Sweet Home." Sue
Chenowith as "The Owl and the Moon," and Lois Woodard as " Comin' Thro' the Rye."
We were just ready to turn our attention to each other when Miss Sullivan opened a door and smilingly said, " Here's a song
just out that all of you will appreciate." Imagine our surprise and joy when Eloise, our own Eloise, who had been away from us for
months, suffering so long and so patiently, once more made her appearance amongst us, accompanied by her mother. With cries of
joy we surrounded them, all talking at once, till.I feel sure the title of Eloise's song, " Oh, That We Two Were Maying," became
their honest sentiment. At any rate, I'm sure she must have realized that her title should have been " Absence Makes the Heart Grow
Fonder."
While we were all circling round Eloise, dainty little booklets in the shape of artist's pallettes, with pencils attached, were distributed. On the back of each book was a miniature copy of some f amous painting. We were requested to record the title of all the
song guests, or at least as many as could be guessed.
A correct list was as follows :

Alma Grant-" Mexico."
Etta Bond-" Three Green Bonnets."

Maud Parks-" My Rosary."
Miss Sullivan-" The Wearing of the Green."
Mrs. C. E. Sullivan-" Blue Bells of Scotland."
Francis Sullivan-" America."
Elizabeth and Mary Ingalls Sullivan-"Two Little Girls
in Blue."

Katherine Cole-" Paddle Your Own Canoe."
Catharine Winnia-"Last Night."
Minah Hartman and Margie Keelin-"Jack and Jill."
Mrs. Claud J. Bell-"Cherry Ripe."

Edna May Smitli-"After the Ball."
Sadie Hartman-" My Love is Like a Red, Red Rose."
Llewellyn Millard-" My Old Kentucky Home."
Mrs. J. 0. Sullivan-" Bonnie Blue Flag."
Rev. C. E. Sullivan-" The Last Rose of Summer."
Charles Sullivan-" The Mocking Bird."
Annie Walker-" Message of the Violets."
Elsie Winnia-" Alabama Coon."
Frances Ewart Sullivan-" The Flower Girl."
Frances Foulks-" Too Late."
Eloise Bell-" Oh, That We Two Were Maying."

In this contest Sadie Hartman won the prize, a dainty copy of " Songs From Shakespeare," while Rev. C. E. Sullivan was
awarded the booby, a tiny suit case in which to carry the five tunes he guessed. Miss Eloise Bell won the Prize for second best
list-a Mendelssohn calendar. After these decisions were rendered " The Gallery o£ Fine Arts " was announced. We were ushered
from the library to the reception room, where we were told we would find twelve of the master paintings of the world, which we were
also to record in our books.
The following catalogue of paintings was handed us :
I.
"Birthplace of Burns."
6. "Portrait of Madame Sand."
2. "A Simple Lay."
7.
"Narcissus."
8.
"Inferno."
3. "The Bridal Scene."
4. "Bonaparte Crossing the Rhine."
9. "Ruins of Ancient Greece." „
5. "Paradise Lost.
We looked at each wall in turn, but saw only the pictures we see da,ily. For a moment we stood bewildered ; then we saw a smile
wreathe the countenance of Dr. Sullivan, as he picked up an egg from the table, saying, "This looks like `a simple lay' to me." This
gave us the key to the puzzle, so we "got busy." Our olfactory organs soon located for us the "Ruins of Ancient Greece," in a saucer.
We literally stumbled over "The Birthplace of Burns," as a flat iron on the floor barred our passage. And so merrily we completed our
lists and handed them in to the judge.
So many of us were witty in this contest that fourteen drew for the prize, Annie Walker being the lucky member, and receiving
a lovely Venus de Milo.
Alma Grant was awarded the booby, a tiny box of paints.
We were next invited to the dining room, which was beautifully decorated with our colors, pink and green, while cut glass
bowls and vases held our class flower. Throughout an elaborate five-course luncheon, the color scheme was preserved.
After we had done full justice to this portion of our entertainment, we were called to order and the prizes for best topic books
awarded. These prizes should have been awarded much earlier in the session, but don't ask us to tell you why they were not; because,
oh, well-because we love you, and we don't wish to keep you in suspense as to who the prize winners were.
Misses Margaret Foulks and Katherine Cole were awarded the prize for most elaborate biographies-the prize being a biography of Beethoven, and a season ticket to the Artist's Recitals.
Miss Elsie Winnia received as prize for clearest and most concise outlines, a biography of Mozart.
In the Primary Grade, Misses Margie Keelin and Minah Hartman received as prize each a Mark Twain Scrap Book.
Miss Sullivan then announced that a special prize was awarded to Miss Mary Ellen Gyles, who had come into the class late in
the session and yet had prepared a splendid topic book.
By this time the day was far spent and after oft-repeated good-byes we disbanded.
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One-two-three-work !

One-two-three-tired !
One-two-three-quit !
Rest! ! !

T'reasurer
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BY

CHARLEs E. SuLLlvAN (aged seven),
INSPIRED BY A HEART T0 HEART TALK WITH ONE OF NASHVILLE'S
MASCULINE MUSICIANS.

Once upon a time there was a little boy. . His mamma wanted him to study
music, so she could be fond and proud of him, but he didn't want to study music.
He wanted her to be fond and proud of him without that. But she wasn't. So
he had to practice half an hour every day, and those half hours were very long
indeed.

He would count and pout and stop and pout, till the pout grew on his face ;
but still the time would not hurry away. But one day when he was looking at the
clock, he thought, "I know what to do; 1'11 move the hands up five minutes."
He did so, but he was scared for fear his mamma. would notice it. But she
didn't. So next day he moved them ten minutes. Every day he got bolder, till
one day he turned off all but five minutes of the half hour !
When this happened, his mamma ran down and said, "What does this mean?
You have not practiced more than five minutes !"
He poirited to the clock, which was so ashamed it had put both hands up to
its face.

But his mamma said, "You are a ba,d, naughty boy; I shall punish you
severely!" And she did. She just made that little boy cry and cry. But J think
he was a smart little boy, only I would be afraid to tell my mother and grandmother and my Aunt Fan so.
When this little boy grew up he told another little boy about it, so he could
try the same plan.
But he was scared !
CHARLES.
(Signed)
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By ETTA BOND

"Breathes there a man with soul so dead,

Who never to himself hath said:
` This is my own, my native land'? "

We think not. Then, certainly we may be pardoned a proper amount of pride in our own City of Nashville. For we are proud
of her from many standpoints-her public spirit, her fine buildings, her hospitals, her education.al advantages, her enterprise, which
causes her to progress rapidly in every direction.
As students of music we are not only proud but grateful, because, musically speaking, Nashville is one of the great centers of
the South. That this is true is evidenced by the fact that, when our enterprising Music Clubs and Teachers' Associations once bring
great artists here, they are ever ready to return, pronouncing Nashville audiences as among the most appreciative in the world.
Madame Patti, having sung here on her first Southern tour, was not willing to leave America on her ge%~67te farewell tour till
she had sung good-bye to her Nashville I riends.
The great Jenny Lind, many years ago, sung her way into the " musical memories " o£ Nashvillians, and ever carried with her
pleasant recollections of our city. In fact, most of the great artists of the world have visited " within our gates," thereby making
Nashville an ideal point for the study of music.
The past two seasons have brought to us a number of bright stars. Melba ! The very name is. a liquid sound, suggestive of the
beautiful liquid tones of the singer. How she held the thousands who heard her, swaying them at her will in every number. " Falling
Leaf and Fading Flower ! " What an atmosphere of sorrowful thought encompassed us as she sang, " Good-bye, Summer," and what
a queer ache there was in our throats as she told in song the story of the "Three Green Bonnets." Our Regent, who is authority,
says that no enunciation could be more perfect, and she has heard the great singers of the world.
Calve! the beautiful, the vivacious, the charming!
Having flirted with us several times, she really did sing for us, thereby
losing her own identity in that of " Carmen." How magnificent she is in that role! How bell-like and clear the tones! How perfect
the impersonation!
Dear Madame Calve, henceforth, we beg you, flirt not, but sing.
" Of all the operas Verdi wrote,
The best, to my mind, is the ` Trovatore.' "

Nor would Meredith ha,ve changed his opinion after hearing the opera given by Madame Mantelli's company. It is true that
when it was given we frequently had to lean forward to hear, because someone back of us was so busy telling every. one around him
how much better it was all done at Johannesburg, South Africa. Also some of our fellow-musicians criticized the performance quite
severely in our morning papers. Yet, despite this, we are bold enough to say we enjoyed the opera thoroughly. Madame Mantelli did
not promise us a company of stars, but she brought us, in Madame Noldi, a singer of rare ability, a flexible voice of fine range, clear
tones, perfect enunciation and marvelous breath control.
In Robert E. Cavendish we heard a rich baritone and saw a fine impersonator. The " Herr Tenor " was not so good as to
voice, but one could forgive him that, because of his attractive personality. As for Mantelli herself, not only her beautiful voice, but
her wonderful histrionic ability, will insure her a warm welcome whenever she returns.
It is not possible to give each one the space merited.
Herbert Witherspoon, the noted basso, came under the auspices of N. M.
T. A. His interpretation of " Arm, Arm, Ye Braves " (Judas Maccabaeus), and " Stand to Your Horses " (White), was exceptionally fine.
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Glen Hall has for two seasons delighted us with his bea,utiful tenor, this time specially pleasing us with his Irish melodies.
Speaking of Irish, who can ever forget Kelly Cole's magnificent rendition of the " Irish Battle Hymn? " Every nerve in our
musical make-up thrilled in response to his interpretation. This might be said with equal truth of every number on his programme,
so true an artist is he. We wish to pay due tribute to Mrs. Cole's beautiful accompaniments, in which she showed herself also an
artist of high order.
Of the many pianists that have come to us, we mention a few of the most pleasing. Tosef Hoffman, who delighted the Amarican public as a child prodigy, demonstrated to our entire satisfaction that the child is father to the man. He has fulfilled every
promise
of his Polonaise
childhood." (Chopin),
Strong physically
and intellectually,
his pianistic powers are of the highest order, and his performance of
" The Military
and " Tannhauser
" was marvelous.

Harold Bauer, one of the most scholarly musicians who ever played in Nashville, touch, tone, technique, interpretation, all satisfying the highest intellectual requireinents.

Bloom field Zeisler-poet, pianiste! Who that has ever heard her can ever forget the slight form bending lovingly over the
keys, drawing forth sweetest harmonies ; now coaxing, now pleading, then commanding, surprising you with her marvelous strength.
What she willed we thought and felt; at touch of her magic fingers we smiled or wept, we hoped or feared, we prayed. And who has
not felt a, pang of sorrow as of a personal grief on hearing of the dark cloud hovering over her?
As comforting evidence of the fact that Providence, in closing the eyes of man to the physical world, often opens them to a
keener insight into higher things, we mention the Analytic Lecture Recital of Edward Baxter Perry, the blind pianist. We regard
this as one of the most helpful and ihstructive, as well as enjoyable of all the musicals. His familiarity with the keyboard was something wonderful. As .`in artist he ranks with the greatest, and on the Analytic Ijecture Platform he stands easily first. From his
classic programme it is difficult to choose the best, but the audience seemed most pleased with his own " Melusine Suite," the .`Macaber
Dance " (Saint Saens), in which he gave us all the most eerie feelings, and with his exquite Chopin numbers.
The season closed with Henri Marteau, Jean Gerardy and Richard Goellner in one evening. Truly this was a royal closing.
Each man an artist, master of his instrument, playing perfectly alone and gloriously together. Words cannot express it. We can only
close our eyes and remember.
In bringing our.review to an end we desire to make mention of a special treat enjoyed by the Camerata Club, when, at the
invitation of Miss Sullivan, Dr. Emil Winkler and Mr. Ivo Miller gave a programme in our studio. This is a case where the prophet
is not without honor in his own country, for surely never was a more appreciative audience than listened to these two Nashville artists
for an hour, all too brief. Dr. Winkler is not only a pianist of high order, but a scholarly gentleman in every sense of the word, while
Mr. Miller has ever ranked as one of N.ashville's first artists.
So great was our enjoyment of their delightful music that we can but hope for a repetition in the future.
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The studio fire was unusually bright, and as the blazes shot up tlie chimney they seemed to vie with the sun in throwing a dazzling brightness over the room. The fragrance of carnations filled the air; the shamrock in the window lifted its head and tried to
look greener than it was, and even the old cuckoo clock was singing ..De-Gem-ber, De-cem-ber! "
Suddenly the door wa,s opened, letting in a sweep of cold, crisp air, and with it a group of girls.
" My, but it's cold ! "
" Oh, smell the carnations ! "
" Did you get the exercise on page 2o ? "
" No ; but I worked all night on it ! "
" Isn't this a fine fire ? "
" Wonder where Miss Frances is? "
" Gracious, we are five minutes early!
First time that ever happened."
" There she comes, and there are the other girls ! "

For a few minutes there was a deafening chatter-chatter; then, as Miss Sullivan took her place at the piano, the noise ceased,
books were opened, exercise books brought forward for correction, and for an hour `.harmony reigned supreme." Then out came
our cuckoo, calling time on us. The lecture class came flocking in till not a vacant chair was to be seen.
Every pupil who had once spent the month of December in this class, knowing that special lectures always come during this
month, was waiting in eager anticipation for the subject to be announced.
For a few minutes Miss Sullivan looked into the faces
of her girls, then said: " I have taken today what is to me the most interesting of all subjects-that is, ` Yourselves.' "
There was a general woe-begone expression and a feeling of disappointment, for the same subject had been chosen on former
occasions, the musical, if not " the public good requiring it," and things were made quite interesting for us girls.
Ordinarily we do
not mind being " subjects " and being told that we may, might, could, ought, would, should and 7%%sJ do things, but today everyone
seemed so happy, for Christmas was in the very air, and our techn].cal consciences preferred to revel in an atmosphere of "peace and
good-will."
" Oh, Miss Sullivan, please spare us aiid give us one of your beautiful Christmas lectures," went up in silent petition from each

heart. To our great delight she did spare us, and even forgot for the time our faults and shortcomings, and looked down deep into our
innei selves, seeing there possibilities and latent powers of which we knew nothing. Then, with her native eloquence and a voice full
of tenderness and love, she sought to show us how, day by day and little by little, these powers might be developed; that, with our
energies bent toward a noble and lofty purpose in life, we would without doubt reap the fruitage of our labors. Onward and upward
she bore us till, in our dreams, we were at the very goal of our ambition, and from the look of determination on each face it could
plainly be seen that every effort would be put forth for the realization of that dream. But we were not left to grapple exclusively
with our own pursuits and ambitions, for she tried to impress upon us that the power lies within us to make the world brighter, better
and happier; that a life devoid of this principle is indeed most selfish and unworthy of any high calling. She spoke of the approaching Christmas-time, with its joys and festivities, and begged that, while we were so busy planning remembrances and surprises tor
our friends, we would not forget those less favored, to whom Christmas means only sadness and longing.
She vividly portrayed the
poverty and wretchedness of some of the homes upon whose hearths the yule-log has never burned, and down whose chimneys old
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Santa never crept; the little children hacl early grown bitter, denouncing,Santa Claus as a partial old man, visiting the liomes of tlic`
wealthier chilclren, and passillg tliem by.
"0, to bring a little sunshine into these lives! " she pleaded, and asked us to join her in a
Christmas entertainment for the benefit of some of these less fortunate children.

At this point the president, Miss Catharine Winnia, called the club to order for official action, and after a few moments' discussion a Christmas tree was decided upon as being the most wonderful thing in all the world to the childish lieart. The questioii \vas
put before the house, and " Aye, a,ve, aye ! " rang lustily from twenty-five throats, and it may be safely said this vote was emphasized
by each one rising and holding up both hands. At any rate, the usual dignity with which this honorable body conducts its business
affairs had given place to excited enthusiasm.
We could have easily held rank with any body of politicians in the land, so far as
eagerness for the accomplishment of our purpose was concerned.
Plans were fully discussed, each girl feeling it a privilege to contribute to this cause.

When the day for making the Christmas purcliases rolled roiind, our treasurer, Miss Etta Bond, found in her possession a
goodly sum of money. Bundles and bundles of nice, warm clothing had been brought in for distribution.
Various committees had been appointed, and each vied with the other in the performance of duties assigned.
Perhaps the
most important was the purchasing committee, with Miss Sullivan as chairman. Knowing the geliuine pleasure of this duty, she
invited the entire membership of the club to go on the shopping expedition. Store after store was visited, and dolls and toys of every
description were selected, each girl feeling herself to be a veritable Santa Claus, and experiencing a strange, sweet happiness in the
little effort put forth to brighten the life of someone else.

December 26th was the day agreed upon for the Christmas tree. It was a fine day,. crisp and clear, and early in the moriiing
the girls assembled to decorate the tree.
Margie, Minah, Charles, Francis, Gyp alid Francle strung popcorn by the yard, to be used
in festooning, while the older ones were busily engagecl in hanging stockings, ornaments and toys, clressing dolls, arranging trays of
f ruit, candy, etc.
At the appointed time the shades were drawn, the candles lighted, ancl we beheld our tree. "a thing of beauty," that could not
fail to make any grown-up wish to be six years old. A rumble of wheels and a confusion of childish voices announced the coming
of our guests. They were chaperoned by Mrs. Scott, a true, noble woman, whose life is spent amorlg these people in trying to alleviate
their suffering and lift them to a higher and better plane. By our request Adjtitant and Mrs. Coate and Mrs. Scott, of the Salvation
Army, had kindly consented to send us twenty-five of those whom Santa Claus had failed to find.

A reception committee had been duly appointed, but the club, throwing ceremony to the winds, went out en masse to lift the
little ones from the pleasure wagon and bid them welcome.
They were first taken to the warm library, to make sure that Jack Frost
should not interfere with the pleasure of a first sight of that wonderful tree. Then the studio was opened, and the children crowded in.
Who can describe the joy, the delight, the rapture on the face of a child as it beholds its first Christmas tree? It is a sight to loosen the
purse-strings of the most miserly of misers, and to make us feel that, had we worked ten times harder, we had been more than repaid.
Since Santa Claus had received no letters from these little folks, the distribution of presents had been a knotty problem-a
problem which solved itself, however, for one little fellow soon spiecl a train, and lost no time in making Santa's deputies understand
that this was the desire of his heart. It was placed in his outstretched arms, and Stuyvesant Fish never viewed his vast railroad possessions in Nashville with more pride than did this newly-made magnate, who immediately became porter, brakeman, flagman, fireman, engineer and conductor of this private special, and president of the entire Camerata Railroad System.
Finding this move a successful one, the others followed his example with seemingly satisfactory results.
One four-year-old
began weeping bitterly.
"What is the matter, dearie?" was asked in a kindly voice.
The little one stammered out, between her

sobs: " I-I-I wants that d-d-dollie wif the blue d-d-dress."

" You shall have that very doll," was the reply.

coveted treasure, and hugging it close, covered it with kisses; then, holding it up to her brother, said:
her, bubber ! "
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She seized the

"Ain't she buful?

Kiss

This tiny tot became the object of special attention, and when the little arms could hold nothing more the chaperone helped
with the burdens. But when the last branch had beeri bared of presents and our guests were preparing to take their leave, the owner
of the blue dollie was found crying even harder than before.
" What is it, little girl ; why are you crying so ? " we asked.

" I's d---d---dess cryin' ' cause I feels g-g-good," came the answer, and we admit there were other tears besides her own.
The children were again loaded into the wagon, the bundles of clothing piled in at their feet, and as we watched the merry
crowd roll away our own hearts were filled with a strange commingling of joy and sadness. So closed one of the happiest days in
the history of the Camerata Club, and each girl went home thinking-thinking!

We are deeply indebted to Mr. Houston Bond and Mr. Bennett for the " pleasure wagon." We were informed by the chaperone that the ride was one of the most enjoyable features of the day, and that when the children were beyond the bounds of civilization the air was made hideous with yells, screams of delight, and the tooting of many horns. Yet, was it " hideous," after all? Was it
not the music of happy hearts filled with the joy of Christmas-tide?
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Beethoven-Sonata Op. 10. No. 1
Allegro con brio
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Miss Smith
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"A. L."-`.You„

HUNTING SONG, Op. 47, (No. 18)

Moszkowski-"Mazurka." G Major

Nevin-Sleep Little Tulip
Lohe-You'd Better Ask Me

ADAC,IO CANTABTLE, (3d Sonato)
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Miss Bond
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.

Miss sniith

THEME AND VARIATIONS,
(Old Irish Melody)

BARCAROLLE, (G Flat Major)

I.iszt-"I,iebestraum," No. 3

TARANTELLE. (A Flat Major)

Wagner-Liszt-"Senta's Ballad," (Flying Dutchm`in)

{LT::8¥FaTc::€nha:kjneEyes
Miss Bond

.
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Str&rpr# tttth ffl"Iz
Edit.d by SADIE HARTMAN

Come, Comrades!
Let us while away
The passing hour to music's tuneful measure;
. Recalling thus the by-gone days,
When life was one sweet song of pleasure.

t

F`OND MEMORIES
' A hard-headed old Pittsburg manufacturer who made his fortune, as he

expresses it, "with his coat off," was induced by his daughter to accompany her
to a Wagner concert, the first he had ever attended, says the April Success.
The next day he happened to meet an old acquaintance who had seen him the
night before, who said :
"I suppose you enjoyed the concert last night, Mr. Brown?"
"Yes; it took me back to the days of my youth," the old man said, with
a reminiscent sigh.
"All, summer days in the country, girl in a lawn dress, birds singing and
all that?„

"No, the days when I worked in a boiler shop, in Scranton."

t

"I pla' by ere," wrote a would-be genius to Miss Sullivan, who at once
wrote her in reply :

"I think you also spell that way."

€
Since the Students' Volunteer Convention you can hear at least three of
our members on all occasions humming, "To Williams, to Williams, to Williams !„

t

On the Street Car-Conductor : "Fare, please."
Delegate of S. V. C.-"I don't have.to pay; I got on at the tunnel."

t

On the street cars that we catch,
Thepeoplesitj ustso ;
While on the cars we lose,
They
sit
this
way

t

you

know.

FOR SALE-New and only authentic "History of Telmessee."-Publishers
Camerata Club, 213 Russell Street, Nashville, Tennessee.

€

tux.ffi*+as`

Interested Friend-"Is your daughter learning to play the piano by note?"
Mr. H. (severely)-"Certainly not! I always pay cash."

t

The musician who blows his own horn doesn't need to waste any time
learning encores.
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]OSEFFY IS COURTESY ITSELF
Rafael Joseffy, the pianist, is reputed to be one of the highest livers in
fowll.
As is usual with people who indulge in choice dishes, his disposition
ls merry.

Mr. Joseffy boarded a Sixth Avenue car last night. Trouble was iiot on
his mind. When a lady, a gentleman, a boy and a pug in arms boarded the
car he felt so exuberant that he immediately arose and offered the lady his
seat.

Tlie lady accepted the maestro's offer and sank down with the dear pug
in her arms.
"She was tired, poor thing," mused. Mr. Joseffy.

HEARD IN THE HISTORY CLASS
Teacher-"Children, the staff was invented 'by a monk.
Now, Charles,
what ;J a monk?"
Charles-"Why, a monk is a man that plays a monkey organ."

t

Teacher-"Gyp, name the different kinds of notes."
Gyp.I"Quarter notes, half notes and dollar notes."

t

The car proceeded a few blocks, when a person sitting next to the woman
arose to go out. Mr. Joseffy essayed to occupy the vacant seat. The woman,
however, had seized the coat of her escort aiid given it to him.
"A mistake," muttered Mr. Joseffy, "she forgot that I had given her my
seat."

Five blocks farther on the woman's vis-a-vis arose aiid signaled the conductor to stop the car.
"At last," thought the pianist, and he moved toward the seat.
Before he

reached the coveted space the woman he had befriended touched the boy with
her arm, and he sat down where Mr. Joseffy had thought to seat himself.
Joseffy did some hard thinking, but, of course, he said nothing.
At Thirty-fourth street the person beside the boy arose. The woman
leaned over toward Joseffy.
"There is a seat," she said, beaming at him.

Teacher-"Francis Duff, wha,t does ff stand for?"
F. D.-"Du-ff ; it stands for me."

t

Teacher-"Who was Handel, Miss Blank?"
Miss B.-"He was the greatest orator that ever lived."

t

Teacher-"Now, children, can any of you tell me how to make a, note

sharp?"

Small Boy (interrupting excitedly)-"I know!
Minah (interrupting scornfully)-"Baby!
it, and to flat a note you #a)#cw it."

Give tlie seat to the pug."-IV. y. S¢6%do|/ P¢'o/Jd.

t

F`AMILIAR QUOTATIONS
Ellienne-"Wait a minute."

€

Minah-"I forgot."
Margie-"Why ?"
Minah and Margie-"Hee! haw!"
Charles-"What can I do?"
Margaret-"I'm so nervous."
Edna May-"Tell me what to say."
K. Herron-"Miss Frances, my name is Katharine."
Etta-"Maybe Hous. can get that a little cheaper."

"A dollar bill in the hand is worth two due bills in the pocket."

THE BETTER WAY
At a certain coiicert a young man persisted in whispering loudly to the
lady who accompanied him-telling her what the music "meant," what sort
of a passage was coming next, and so on.
Presently he closed his eyes and said to his companion :
"Did you ever try listening to music with your eyes shut? You've no idea

Elsie-"Oh, pshaw !" /.Llewellyn-"Oh ! wo`uldn't that make a lovely sketch!"
Catharine-"Girls, your Annual is going to be a total failure."

how much better it sounds !"
Hereupon a gentleman who sat in the seat in front of the young man
twisted himself about and said gravely:
"Young man, did you ever try listening to music with your mouth shut?"

Gyp.-"I don't know 'm."
Annie-"I can't help it; the train was late."

Thenceforth the silence in that part of the hall is said to have been almost
painful.

ts

To sharpen a note you ¢dg¢e7

t

I beg pardon, madame," answered the artist, "I get off at Thirty-fifth
street.

To sharpen a note you

ro.g/¢J it, and to flatten a note you /c'/# it !"

Mary Ellen-"Oh, sugar !"
Sadie H.-"Oh! I ca-a-nt do tha-a-t."
Eloise-"I know what I want."
Maud-Your manuscript must "of be delayed another day."

€

PARODY
(A la Slumberland.)

Nannie-"I could do better if you all wouldn't listen."

Every one's in Wonderland,
But you and me;
Dropping pennies in the slots there,
As happy as can be.
To see the sights they're trying,
While every one is spying,
But you and me.

Frances H.-"I thought I never would get here."
Katherine Cole-"Respectfully submitted."
Gloomy Gus (Augusta Holmes)-"I wonder what John Holmes is doing."

Eula-"I can't memorize."
Carrie-"Say, I want to ask you something."
Sadie-"I'll 7¢cz;c'r I:esolve that chord."

And "Gloomy Gus" is ever singing, "Holmes, sweet Holmes."
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IN THE HARMONY CLASS

WITH APOLOGIES TO LONGFELLOW

Teacher-"Miss M., wliat is a broken chord?"
Miss M.-"One I can't put together."

t

Elsie-"Catharine, what is the most perfect state of happiness?"

Catharine-Mass-oh ! er-ah !

I thought you were asking me where lie

t

lives.

My life is cold and dark and dreary;
I got a quizz, and my heart grew weary.
My thoughts still cling to the quizz that's past,
But the hopes of a sheepskin fall thick in the blast,
And the day is dark and dreary.
Be still, sad heart, and cease repining,
Behind that quizz is a pass still shining.

Thy fate is the common fate of all,

Miss S.-"Now you have no excuse for not knowing your lesson today,
Miss M.„

Into each life a quizz must fall,
Some days must be dark°and dreary.

t

Miss M.-`.Well, it ain't my fault; I done my best to make up a good one."

t

WAN'rEI+Picture of Handelssohn.

Address M. H., this office.

€

WANTEn-To know why Katharine, Catliarine and Llewellyn are so assiduously cultivating Sweet Williams.
•*

They were soliciti'ng ads. and they were very much in earnest. They
WANTED-Copy of new chorus, "Quay, Quay, Quay."-Mrs. C. E. S., 213 had been meeting with much success in the skyscraper and were so elated
Russell street.
that they tapped on an office-door without looking at the sign thereon
affixed. They were admitted by a gentleman with a pleasant countenance
that seemed to insure success in advance. So they light-heartedly began their
WANTED-Life membership in voice class.-A. D. G. and C. P. W.
spiel.
As they proceeded with their statement of the broad increase of business sure to follow on the placing of an ad., that pleasant smile broadened to
Why does Charles' practice remind you of a pipe organ?
a full page $25 check. The whole crowd was joyous; they paused for breath,
Because its principal feature is stops.
and the Pleasant Man responded:
"Young ladies, I fully appreciate you and
the merits of your book. I would be so delighted to advertise with you, but
the facts are I am-well-er-just a little too rushed with business as it is.
Wliat is Sadie's favorite key? Gee!
I do not need to advertise; in fact, the people flock to me.
I am the most
popular man in Nashville, and my business is e-normous. I refer you to my
sign."
Mechanically their eyes followed the wave of his hand.
He was the
WANTEILA new schedule for the L. & N.-A. Z. W., Frankliii.
claim agent for the damage suits against the L. & N.!
When they had recovered from the shock they turned away, our Chief rallying enough to call
back, "Thank you!
Better luck next time. When we are killed by tlie railWANTEITTo know why E. M. S. always Wynns the prizes?-Envious,

t
t
t
t

*

this office.

t
t
t

LosT-My chance to talk to the honorees at S. V. C.
apologize at this office.-Indignant.

road, we'll call again."

Intcrferer p]`?ase

WANTED-A nice little dog, with enthusiastic bark, to keep Sunday callers

away.-E. a.
Saturday, June 16.

Thou art weighed in the scales and art found wanting.

€
Practice makes purgatory for the listeners.

t

FOR SALE-Some fine specimens of Japanese art in antique brass and
chinaware.
Great bargains. Will sell cheap. Inquire C. E. S., this office.

t

"All things come to those who wait,

But when they come, they're out of date."

*
One of Us-"Don't yr)u think I sing well?"
Our Candid Member-"Well, perhaps you did before tunes came in style."

0
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i THOMPSON & COM
DRY GOODS
Telephone, /YLain 436

213 F=ifth Awe. N., Nashville, Terln.
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EDGARJONES,President

WHEN YOU WANT THE

BEST

EUSTICE A.HAIL.Vice president

WATKINS CROCKETT, Cashier

A.H.ROBINSON,Vice prc§ident

E. R. BURR, As§i.tant cashier

Union Bank & Trust Co.
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

CEMENT SIDEWALKS
OF3 F=OOFS

DOES A GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS

PAYS INTEREST ON SAVINGS ACC'TS.

Capital $200,000.00

Deposits sl,510,798.19

Surplus S120,000.00

COMMENCED BUSINESS JULY,1891
TELEPHONE, MAIN 204
DIRECTORS:-Ben Lindaucr, Geo. S. Parke§. Win. C. I)ake, Frank Walton, J. Knox Humc, Edgai
Jones,

A. H. Robin§on,

Eustice A. Hail,

Watkins

Crockett

Accounts of Merchants, Corporations and Individuals Solicited

NASHVILLE ROOFING & PAVING

Prompt and Courteous Attention Guaranteed

COMPANY

SEND uS YOuF] COLLECTIONS
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u)rivate Scf)ool of flltu8ic and ELanguage8
213 Russell Street, Nashville, Teiinessee
`

Ifrance8 Sullivan, ®trector

(Pupil of Karl Seibert, Leip§ic; Abell, Berlin; Challoner, Paris, London; Josefty, New York)

Graded Course-Piano, l`heory. Harmony. Counterpoint, Composition, Analysis
Special Lecture Course--History of Music. Musical Biography, Etc.

Parallel History and Literature

Sight Reading, Chorus Work, Monthly Programmes, Grade Recitals

Instruction Thorough -Terms Moderate
Address,

flDi88 ifrance8 Sullivan,
Telephone, Main 4789

213 Russell Street, Nashville, Tennessee
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VON BtJLO\7V STUDIO
216 Union Avenue, Chattanooga, Tennessee
Emma unbeat Sul[ivai`, "Ii8tructor
(Educated under leading teachers Boston, Cincinnati, Leipsic, Berlin)

Methods employed are those introduced by Yon Bulow and used by leading Schools of
Music in America and Germany

Special classes in Theory, Harmony, History, Sight Reading, Interpretation

NUMBEF= PuPILS LIMITED TO T\^/ENTY

TEF3MS F3EASONABLE
All communications should be addressed to

flDt88 Emma Oubeat Su(({van,
Telephone 3126

216 Union Ave., Highland Park, Chattanooga, Tenn.
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LADIES 0F NASHVILLE

HERBRICK a LAWRENCE

MUST VISIT OUR

Telephone, Main 1405

Ready-to-Wear
DEPARTMENT. EVERYTHING NEW,
BRIGHT AND STYLISH

Fine Plumbing, Electrical
Work and Supplies

Tailored Suits

EiEEEEE±

PATERNED AFTER FRENCHY MODELS

$15 to $25
(A SAVING 0F FULLY FIVE DOLLARS
ON A SUIT)

HIRSHBERG

607 Church st.-y.:tckk]ns

BROTHERS

NASHVILLE, TENN.

ESTIMATES CHEERFLJLLY FUFtNISHED

319-521 THIPD AVENUE NORTH
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i

H. A. FRENCH

AND DEALER IN

SHEET MUSIC, MUSIC BOOKS, VIO-

I,INS, GUITARS, MANDOLINS,
AND ALL KINDS 0F

Telephone, Main 922

604 Church st., Nashville, Tenn.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
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IJ I A N a
qto\LLIPS&COWP4"y
Telephone. Main 820

We Sell IIie Hi9he5I Grzide

Architectural Sheet Metal Work,

I)iAno5 AI very EoU Prices

Tin, Slate and Tile Roofing, Cab-

And on et\5y lerm5.

Urile

inet Mantels, Wall and Floor Til-

f or ctilAlo9ue 2L12d Prices

ing, Interior Marble Work. Metile

Wainscoting, Fire Place Trimmings.

Job Work a Specialt.v

iiiREIEiiiii
THE M. F. SHEA COMPANY
216 Fifth Avenue North, Nashville, Tennessee
213 Third Ave. North
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NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
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J. S. Hopkins Shoe Co.
--...- ` .:.ii?iF -.-.

We are Dealers in all the Newest and
Best things in

I-OOT
for ever.vbody that wears

209 Public sqiidre

SHOES

Nashville, Tennessee
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BRANHAM & HALL

23o Fourth Avenue North
(Cherry Street)

Shoes, Traveling
Bags, Umbrellas

.>ia`oofo-;i.

Our work can be compared
with the best in the
Country
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235 N. Summerst.

NASHVILLE, TENN,
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8

Ought to be hung!
Not

you,

but

our

GI<]o. A. KARscl-I
(Fol"ERLY 0F WII.ES a KARSCH)

I.`UNERAL DIRECTOR

Wall Paper., Pictures

_Jngzng

and Picture Frames
in evef`y home % %

AMBULAr``cE sERvlcE

FINE LlvERy

CARRIAGIES

WRIGHT BROS,
711 Church Street
Nashville

Telephone, Main 623

OFFICE :

NASHVILLE, TENNESSE]{

a±Is i``IFTH Avl3}NUE N.
(SUMMER STREET)
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Phone. rvLa]n 827

Fancy Packages
Headley Chocolates
Penny Goods a Specialty
173-5 Seconcl Avenue North
Nashville, Tetltleseee
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A HF?AT PRl
That is `hrhat a goocl stove
or ratlge shoulcl be .e © G !

NATI0NAlj STEEL RAis
r`4 A 1] B A p`I 1] a LT A lie A p`I T B 8 1] 13 17
Lined with asbestos, th.
most heat-proof material
known.
Flues shallow
and -wide under oven,
keeping heat in constant

contact with every part
of oven bottom

I)URABLE
ECONOMICAL
CO.`VI]?NIENT

:-!if--:5E-i

Insist on

National.

If

your dealer hasn't it write
for catalogue and prices

PHILLIPS & BUTTORFF MEG. CO.
COP.

4TH

AVE. N.

NASHVILLE,

a

UNION

ST.

TENN.

COOKING AND HEATING STOVES
UTENSILS, MANTELS and GRATES
CHINA AND GLASSWARE, Etc.
NASHV[LLE3,
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TENNESSE=F?,
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3. L. FOSTER COMPANY
n>rititer8 and n>ubli8foer8
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

Fine Stationery, Note Books, Tablets and all Office Supplies
Ladies' Fine Pocketbooks, Fountain Pens

Wedding Stationery
PRINTING

EMBOSSING

ENGRAVING

BLANK BOOKS

All mail or telephone orders

promptly filled
Telephone, Main 233

COR. UNION STREET & 2nd AVENUE N.
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S®GEEHY
A Mcher. o`f Historu.

MRs. .ollN owEL`T sol,LlvAn-.
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S3 Mrs. Sullivan is vel.y alert and is loyal

&obit::FsS:::ssesi:i:i:.:::iE:s,Befi#a:%#,EagnT!.i.Ej
12th Cavalry.

